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Extreme cold left, but snow
began to fall over Kentucky
Washington and Wolfe.
through Wednesday.
By The Associated Press
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Whitsell said exposure was the but added that it should not be
The very cold temperatures
have resulted in at least two4 cause of the death of Lester Mar- noticed by average electricity
shall Grounds,65, whose body was users.
deaths, dozens of school systems
TVA neared a record power deSunday afternoon in a small
found
.have been closed due to buses that
travel trailer at Caseyville, near mand of 23,500 megawatts in the
would not start and because of
seven-state region with three
the Ohio River.
-Nhatarainis roads.
Whitsell said the trailer, in power-producing units out of serState police said travel condiwhich Grounds was living, had no vice, spokesman Carl Crawford
tions were treacherous because of
heat. The victim was found in bed, said.
slick roads in northeastern KenTVA officials called for volunfully clothed.
PLAQUE PRESENTED — Calloway County High School honored the late Buron "Boots" Jeffrey,former
tucky and scattered areas
The body of Rita Z. Hines, 57, tary cuts in use during morning superintendent, Monday night during the CCHS-Murray High basketball games. A bronze plaque was
elsewhere in the eastern part of
was found in her unheated trailer and afternoon peak usage times presented to Jeffrey's widow, Modest Jeffrey, which will be permanent* installed in the school building at a
the state.
in Louisville, police said. Deputy and said the 'next step in its later date.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
Coroner James B. Egner said he emergency plan would be to inWith Mrs. Jeffrey during the presentation were Ferrel Miller, school board chairman,and members of the
asked its power customers to condid not believe Ms. Hines froze to itiate power curtailments to in- Calloway County ROTC color guard. The plaque bears a likeness of Jeffrey and the inscription: 'Jeffrey Gymserve, saying three generating
dustry.
death.
nasium,' Named in Honor of Buron "Boots" Jeffrey,Superintendent,1950-1989.
units were shut off for
"We expect the brownout to last
But he said it might be—a few
Staff photr4 Jim Rector
maintenance and the colddays before an autopsy was per- until the weather warms up or we
weather demands were taxing the
formed because of the condition of „ get some more units back on
remaining units.
line," Crawford said.
the body.
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statewide
mediately connected to the sub- manager,said one reactor at the
tional Weather Service said the
zero weather, officers, said she Browns-Ferry nuclear plant in
cold would slowly ease, with highs
had turned on the faucets in an ap- northern Alabama was down for
in the upper teens and 20s Tueseffort to keep the pipes refueling and a reactor at the Separent
day.
from freezing, and a frozen col- quoyah nuclear plant near ChatHowever, the weather service
umn of water was found between tanooga was shut down Saturday
Issued a winter storm watch for
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night for condenser system
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FRANKFORT,Ky. AP) — The his budget proposal to the reviewed by the legislative subrest of the state for tonight these county school systems: coal - unit eras down for boilei
.1982 General Assembly;entering lawmakers last Thursday in an committee before they can be
Adair, Anderson, Bath, Boyd, repairs.
Crawford said peak or nearjust its second week, today gets address to a joint session. of the enacted, unless there is an
Boyle, Bourbon, Breathitt,
emergency certified by the
down to the biisiness of working on General Assembly.
Breckinridge, Carter, Casey, peak -demands on neighboring
The budget hearings are ex- Secretary of Finance.
a budget for state government for
Elliott, Fleming, Floyd, Garrard, systems would prevent TVA from
Jones's bill would also require a
pected to last at least six weeks.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Green-, Greenup, Hardin,' Har- buying- any electricity today, the next two years. The legislature had a light day more detailed explanation from
Activity today on the sixth day
The House AppropriatiOns and
rison, Jackson, LaRue, Lawrence, Crawford said.
Monday, with both houses holding the Secretary of Finance concernTVA serves customers in Tenof the 1982 Kentucky General
Lee, Lincoln, Madison, Marion,
Revenue Committee will begin
brief sessions without taking any ing why an emergency was
Assembly.
Meade, Menifee, Mercer, Mori- nessee and parts of Alabama, -Waking at Gov. John v. Brown
- - -declared.
HouseCommittees
Ir.'s requests -MT•Ihe-DepartnTent action.
tgomery, Nelson, Nicholas, Owen, Kentucky, Virginia, North
Jones said he did not think there
The legislature's Personal Ser8 a.m., Cities, Room 104,
Owsley, Pike, Roberston, Carolina, Georgia and Mississip- of Justice, while the Senate A&R
vice Contract- Reviiii-SUbcom- has been widespread abuse of the Capitol Annex.
Rockcastle, Spencer, Taylor, pi.
Committee begins scrutinizing
8 a.m., Counties and Special
mittee, a standing group which situation, but the potential for
continues to meet during the ses- abuse did exist.
Districts, Room 103, Annex.
The subcommittee Monday ap--9 a.m., Appropriations and
sion, met Monday and its chairman, Rep. Bob Jones, D- proved a contract with former
Revenue, budget hearing on
Crestwood, said he plans to in- Court of Appeals justice James
Justice Department. Room 109,
Annex.
troduce a bill to better define Park Jr. of Lexington to hear an
10 a.m., Health and Welfare,
situations in which state agencies appeal by three Louisville
Room 109, Annex
can issue emergency-personal ser- hospitals of the Certificate of Need
10 a.m., Transportation,
vice contracts prior to legislative and Licensure Board's denial of
their requests for expansion.
review.
Room 104, Annex.
However, several members exNoon,Energy, Room 103, An-We want to define in more
nex.
detail what a government pressed concern over the $70 per
hour fee being paid Park.
Senate Committees
emergency is," Jones said.
8 a.m., Agriculture and
Sen. Delbert Murphy, DJones said a 1980 law tightening
up the issuance of contracts did Owensboro, said he was concernNatural Resources, Room 107,
Annex.
not define what an emergency is.
(Continued on Page Two)
a a.m., Labor and Industry, _
Room 105, Annex.
9 a.m., Appropriations and
Revenue, budget hearings on
Education and Humanities
Cabinet and Minimum Foundation Program, Roam 110, Annex.
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Beyond the politically adSecretary Bruce Lunsford.
4 p.m., Legislative Research
AFTERNOON BREAK — Jerry Stark, with his son Jay, breaks up ice around the edge of a pond on their
effect of eliminating
could
vantageous
also
proposal
the
But
Commission, Room 327,
dairy farm,enabling cows to drink the water without walking onto the ice. Extremely cold temperatures have
taxes, the change
Kentucky
who
some
Kentuckians
that
mean
Capitol.
caused ponds along with other waterways to freeze during the past few days.
make the state a more
could
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also
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their
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itemize
Staff photo by Jennie B.Gordon
attractive place for businesses to
would end up paying more federal
locate, according to Lunsford.
taxes and that those who Currently
Currently, corporate income
pay no state income,taxes would
have greater out-of-pocket ex- taxes are based equally
- • (Continued on Page Two)
penses for goods and services.-
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Legislature begins preparing
state budget for next two years
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Firm will study proposal
to change state's tax laws
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Committee will meet,study proposal
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
Senate State Government Committee wilt-meet-Wednesday for
serious ctihsideration of a
Democratic-sponsored redistricting plan that is expected to remain intact.
Sen. pat McCuiston, DPembroke, the sponsor, said the
"refined version" probably will
emerge in a couple ot weeks for a
floor vote "and we don't think
ditre will be any substantive
changes in it."
If not, Sen. Jon Ackerson, RLouisville, will wind up with a
district in southeastern Kentucky
about 150 miles from his home.
And Ackerson's home will be in
the district of fellow Republican
Eugene Stuart, despite Stuart's
proposal to change the Ackerson
residence to the, district of Sen.Bill "F:hber" MeGee.

ed to me,"Stuart said. "They
"We still have an open mind," population loss in the past decade
has been in Louisville rather than
never approached me as to their
McCuiston said Monday,referring
plan:the county and in all fairness,the
to'his Democratic colleagues on a
by
senators
paid
be
should
penalty
subcommittee
Government
State
-- Of the eight Jefferson County
-Helen-Garrett-of:Padusah -and- -there- — _wha_happen____to_ _he_ set aturs,-one- will-have-to lose a
Ed O'Daniel of'Springfield. "But Democrats.
seat *eventually under reapporwe haven't heard any changes
Stuart said that at least Acker- tionment. Of the 22 Jefferson
that are feasible or practical."
County House members, three
.son should be moved a short
McCuiston implied that the
will have to go under current ardistance -to an area he has
Democrats are not about to allow
represented for six years. His rangements, but the House bill
Ackerson to be moved a few
has not emerged yet.
amendment to that effect will be
blocks into Democrat McGee's
submitted to the State GovernMcCuiston said putting
district, thereby threatening
tment Cotnmittee Wednesday.
district in southeastern
Ackeron's
McGee for election in two years.
view is that just
Kentucky is not as disadMcCuiston's
Ackerson already has protested
vantageous to the citizens there as
about every redistricting plan has
that the 96,000 ipeople in the pronothing else
and
opponents
discussed
contend.
been
posed new district — made up of
In the first place, McCuiston
work.
wjll
Whitley, Wayne, McCreary and
said, a Republican will have been
He said he does not want to take
Clinton couttties and most of Knox
placed in a Republican area.
the credit for a plan developed by
County — could not be properly
of
delegation
Furthirmore, he said -those
County
living
the Jefferson
represented by a legislator
people will have a few Republican
six Democrats' ann. two
so far away.
senators around them to help out
Republicans, adding that the
Stuart was more outsRoken.
with their needs. We didn't just
"Disgraceful Gerrymander- Democrats "talked to the other
pick a Republican area and say
boys."
ing," he said Monday.
•
"The six Democrats neyer.,talk- . the heck with it.'"
Stuart said that first of all, the
•

Winter storm watch today
through Wednesday. Cloudy today with snow likely, possibly
mixed with freezing rain. Highs
in the low to mid 20s. Snow
tonight, possibly heavy at
times, diminishing Wednesday.
Snow may be mixed with freezing rain tonight. Little change
in temperature, with lows
tonight in the low 20s and highs
Wednesday again in the low to
mid 20s. Southeast winds at 10
to 15 miles an hour today and
tonight, becoming northwesterly at IQ to 15 miles an hour
Wednesday. Precipitation probability 70 percent today, near
100 percent tonight,60 percent
Wednesday.
Saturday!
-Ttitiesday through
teens
Cold and dry. Highs in the

Thursday warming to the mid,
208 to lower 30s by Saturday.
Lows 5 below to 5 above
moderating to mostly teens on
Saturday.
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NATO countries supporting sanctions
i3RUSSELS, Belgium (AP) NATO's European members
agreed publicly that the Soviet
Union bears heavy responsibility
for the crisis in Poland, threatened Moscow with economic
reprisals and voted limited
economic sanctions against
Poland's Communist regime.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. said the joint declaration
' Monday by the 15 foreign
ministers of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization was a"solid
success" that strengthened the
alliance and demonstrated "the
allies have begun to act."
"The allied ministers agreed,
that-the Soviet tinion stands
behind the trampling of the Polish
nation," Haig said after a special
one-day meeting of the foreign
ministers called by the United
States.
The allies — except Greece —
agreed on two actions against
Poland: the withholding of future
commercial credits for, imports
other than food, and the postponement of any negotiations to
17e.fiaaace Pritands 1982 payments
on its $27 billion debt to Western
governments and banks.
, However, the Europeans made
clear they aren't ready to join the

United States in limited sanctions
against the Soviet Union. But,
with Greece again abstaining,
they said they would consider taking such penalizing action if
Poland's Communist regime did
not end martial law, release the
thousands arrested and resume
negotiations with the Solidarity
labor federation and the Roman
Catholic Church.
They said they would consider
restricting movements of-Soviet
and Polish diplomats, reducing
scientific and technical cooperation and refusing to renew exchange agreements.
'And they warned they would
"examine the course of future
economic and commercial relations with the Soviet Union," including imports, maritime and
aviation agreements and export
credits.
NATO Secretary-General
Joseph Luns said a follow-up
meeting of the allies' ambassadors at NATO headquarters
would be held, possibly as early as
next week, to discuss specific
sanctions that might be taken.
The Soviet Union replied with a
charge of "intolerable in-'
terference" by NATO in Poland's
internal affairs, and Radio War-

Taxes...
(Continued from Page One)

•

payroll, sales and property. That
• means that a company based in
Kentucky, with property and
'employees here, bears moreof the
• tax burden than a company which
only has sales in Kentucky.
The study, to be done by
Research Triangle Institute of
Chapel Hill, N.C.., is to determine
- how much revenue the, business
activity tax would generate based
on recent tax returns.
Kentucky's 'personal and corporate income taxes are
estimated to bring in $725 million
and $125 million, respectively,
next year.
If the new tax were to generate
more than that, Geary said Monday, the state could explore the
possibility of offering tax credits
to businesses which create jobs or

otherwise apand operations.
Geary said that state officials
initially are looking more toward
restructuring the tax system than
finding a means of bringing in
more money.
In the event that the study finds
the business activities tax to be
unfeasible, he added, the state
would give serious consideration
to adjusting the corporate incometax strudture to apply 70 percent
of it to sales receipts, 15 percent to
employee wages and 15 percent to
property.
Geary • acknowledged that,
under the proposed system,
businesses could pare along their
increased tax costs to consumers,
resulting in higher prices fdr those
Kentuckians who currently pay no
income taxes.
-

Legislature...
(Continued from Page One)
a final administrative decision on
the appeal, is acting as a judge
ed that the rate exceeds guidelines
and not as a lawyer.
for hiring attorneys that was
Chenoweth said there was no
established by the state Personnel
one on the attorney general's staff
Department at the subcomwho could handle the complicated
mittee's request.
appeal involving Baptist Hopsital
Assistant Deputy Attorney
East, Suburban Hospital and
General Robert Chenoweth said
Jewish Hospital.
the attorney general is required to
name a person to hear appeals ' He said Park was uniquely
qualified to handle the appeal
from decisions of the Certificate of
because of his judicial
Need and Licensure Board under
background and was actually
a 1980 law.
working for less than he would
Chenoweth said it was the view
normally command in his private
of the attorney general's office
_
practice.
that the hearing office, who makes

411 e
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saw accused the Western allies of
"direct intervention" in Polish affairs.
A British official told .reporters
a "carrot' and stick" approach
was likely. The Europeans would
offer Poland an "inducement
package" in which Western
governments would offer to underwrite economic recovery in return
for an end to martial law and a
resumption of negotiations with
Solidarity and the church. If that

WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
Deputy Prime Minister Jerzy Ozdowski told Western reporters today that Polish authorities "would
like to end" martial law by Feb.1.
However, Ozdowski said there
was no timetable for ending the
state of emergency, which was
declared Dec. 13. Ozdowski said
the timetable for. lifting military
rule "depends on the situation."
Although Walesa's future is
fn the past month, Polish of- unknown,"he is such a personalificials have said martial law will ty that a place will be found for
not last "a moment longer than him in future agreements," Urban
necessary," but have not set a said.
date for lifting it.
Walesa has been held under
.Ozdowski,a Roman Catholic ap- house arrest since martial law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
pointed a &mar nrime minister 'was imposed.
Justice Secretary Neil Welch told
legislators today that despite the
tight fiscal situation, state police
have done well in fighting crime.
He said the solution rate in most
crimes is higher than the national
average and that in the instance of
He said, however, that he did
robberies it is double the national
not expect that to happen with
average.
every business and that whatever
Welch testified before the House
additional costs which could result
and Revenue
Appropriations
—
The
Ky.
(AP)
HENDERSON,
would probably be small.
opened
a series
which
Committee
Henderson
The Kentucky Economic largest 'employer in
on the state adhearings
public
of
Co.,
Aluminum
Anaconda
County,
Devekopment Corp., a private,
has announced plans to lay off 76 ministration's budget for the next
business-oriented group which
hourly workers Jan. 25 at its two fiscal years.
originated the proposal, initially
plant, a company
Sebree
The secretary said his agency
Triangle
InResearch
will pay
spokesmansaid.
basically is asking for a continuastitute.
The layoffs were announced to
The Commerce Cabinet will
take over the contract, however, the Aluminum Workers Internaas soon as a personal service con- tional Union 'at a meeting last
week.
tract is approved by the Finance
According to spokesman J.W.
Department and a legislative sub.Smithberg,the layoff is the second
committee.
by the company in the last year.
The corporation's contract with
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — The
the firm has a $50,000 limit. Twenty hourly workers were plac- agreement under which the
ed on indefinite furlough last July.
Lunsford said the amount of the
The latest layoffs will reduce American Telephone & Telegraph
state's contract had not been
the work force at the company's Co. is to divest itself of its 22 local
determined.
Henderson operation to 874, Bell System companies — about
Smithberg said, down from a high two-thirds of the Bell Systems
of 970. No selaried employees assets — has been approved by a
have been laid off, Smithberg federal judge.
U.S. District Judge Vincent P.
said, although he refused to rule
Biunno said late Monday the
out the possibility.
The subcommittee disapproved
The layoffs are a "stop-gap agreement reached last Friday in
a controversial contract with the
measure," Smithberg said, caus- Washington between AT&T and
New York firm of Dunn Hill to provide protection for Gov. John Y. ed by "the general business condi- the Justice Department, was an
"undoubtedly wise business decition of the nation."
Brown Jr. and his family when he
sion," good for the public and the
is on official business to New York
GREENVILLE,Ky.(AP) — In- Bell System.
City.
The agreement also allows
dictments charging attempted
Brown had ordered the Justice
murder and-37 counts of theft have AT&T to enter the potentially
Department to cancel the contract
been filed against Sandra Galyen, lucrative compliterand data prolast November after repeated
twice
an unsuccessful candidate cessing fields.
publicity and questions by the subAttorneys for AT&T and the
for the post of Muhlenberg Circuit
committee. However,the subcomDepartment expressed
Justice
Clerk.
Court
mittee has still not received an
Mrs. Gallyen, 37, of Greenville, surprise Monday at Biunno's conamendment canceling the contract and voted to give its disap- is' charged with "attempted
murder en Sept. 22, 1981, by strikproval.
ing Katie Boggess in the head and
other parts -or her body with-an
iron skillet and by choking Katie
Boggess with intent to kill her,"
the indictment said.
DETROIT (AP) — Union conIn the indictment, returned Fri- tracts must be revised
day, Mrs. Galyen is. also charged dramatically if the slumping
with the theft of more than 14,800 automobile industry is to avoid
from Mrs. Boggess' husband, Dr. "the death knell," a Ford Motor
J.R. Boggess, for whom Mrs. Co.labor relations officialsays.
Galyen worked.
Ford and,General Motor Corp.
Mrs. Galyen withdrew from the
meeting with United
officials,
circuit clerk's race in September
"because of unfortunate personal Auto Workers' union..represencircumstances," she said in a tatives on company demands fur
major contract concessions, say
statement released then.
need substantial reductions
they
Greenville police arrested Mrs.
Galyen Sept. 30 on assault in labor costs to become More
competitive with foreign
charges.
According to a spokesman in the manufacturers.
rse
circuit clerk's office, no court proBut UAW President Douglas
ceedings have been scheduled and Fraser emphasized Monday the
VeS
Y
Mrs. Galyen is free on bond.
union would seek its own conces-
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sent. decree. They had expected
him to act on only a simple procedural request.
AT&T and Justice Department
lawyers went to New Jersey on
Monday to ask Biunno to transfer
jurisdiction over a 1956 decree to
Washington, where the entire
matter could be reviewed by U.S.
District Judge Harold H. Greene.
The 1956 decree stemmed from a
suit filed in 1949 in Newark. The
decree set up the present Bell
System structure.
Biunno, however, vacated the
1956 decree, approved the agreement reached last Friday, and
then decided to study further the
issue of transferring the matter to
Washington. Greene had previously scheduled a hearing today on
the matter.

UAW to seek concessions
from automobile companies

(tIRISP CRUtT
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tion budget, but is troubled at
some personnel and fiscal reductions in critical areas.
For example, Welch said, there
has not been a state police cadet
1
2 years. He said this
school in 2/
lack of training and continuity in
personnel"has hurt us."
Welch is asking for 93 new state
troopers and the budget proposed
by Gov.-John Y.Brown Jr., will
give him only 59 more.
However, as Welch explained,
state police will gain 80 trooper's
who had been giveredriver license
examin$tions. They are being
replaced by civilians who Welch
said are doing almost as well for
one-third the cost.

Agreement stripping AT&T
of Bell companies approved

•_
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Barber said the cut will save
15.5 million. He said there is not
any surplus funds in the educaion
budget to cover that amount if the
legislature votes to retain the two
in-service days.
"The only way we have to come
up with the $5.5 million is to
reduce all categories in the Foundation Program and related programs," Barber told the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
"We don't have the $5.5
million," Barber said.
He said the only other alternative would be for the legislature
to appropriate the additional
money for the remainder of this
fiscal year.
Barber said the Department of
Education is also facing a $7.8
nillion deficit for this year in
.ransportation funds.
He said that deficit also will
have to be made up from either
reductions in other programs or a
supplemental appropriation from
the legislature.

State police commended
despite tight fiscal situation
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber told a
was not accepted, the "stick" legislative committee today that
would include a ban on some the final decision on eliminating
Soviet exports to Western Europe, two in-service days for teachers
Haig told a news conference the rests with the General Assembly.
allies established "a framework
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and
to serve as a firm guide"for possi- Barber recommended last year
ble sanctionsin the future.
that two days be trimmed from
•'Frankly, we did not expect the the current school year as a
kind of consensus we achieved, budget cutting ineasure to offset
especially in the sanctions area," declining state revenues.
he said."There will be no business
The days would be taken from
as usual while the situation in in-service days for teachers, efPdland continues."
fectivelyi,reducing their pay by
two days.- The Kentucky Education Association strongly, protested the cuts and Brown has
in November 1980, made his state- _'recommended they be restored in
nextbienftialbudget.
ment at a news conference for the
'Barber said the 185-day school
foreign journalists.
year is set in law and would haye
At the same news conference, to be changed by the current sesgovernment spokesman Jerzy Ur- sion of the legislature. He said he
ban said the Polish authorities anticipates the administration
would like to include Lech Walesa, will present a bill asking for the
head of Solidarity, in future reduction for the current school
agreements on trade unions.
year.

Polish martiallow continues
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sions from the companies,
especially on job security.
"Any agreement has to represent equity," said Fraser. "There
are no one-way streets here, and
there's no Chrysler in (Ford's or
GM's)future."
The reference was to the scaleddown UAW contract with
Chrysler, dictated last year by the
U.S. Chrysler Loan Guarantee
Board, which has given Chrysler a
labor-cost advantage of $2 to $3 an
hour over Ford and GM.
The highly unusual talks, which
began Monday, come six months
before ttaditional midsummer
negotiations and during the worst
industry slump in half a century.

_Kentucky as ac-curate as any state
with revenue estimates, Thalheinier
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kenti.cky's revenue estimates, on
-which the budget for the next two
years is based, are as accurate as
any state's, according to the
Department of Revenue research
director.
"I would say we have the most
sokihisticated forecast approach"
of any state, said Richard
Thalheimer, who has given papers
on Kentucky's system to the National Association of Tax Administrators.
• Thalheimer, also the incoming
bead of that group's research section for 1982, said absolute ac-euracy_cannot-be_experted when
attempting to look ahead more
than two years;as the budget for
fiscal 1982-84 must do.
But when past forecasts are
compared with subsequent tax
collections, he said, "We've been
/
2 percent.
off less than 21
/
2
"Unfortunately," he said, "21
percent is about $50 million" a

year when -applied to the General
Fund of more than $2 billion.
Thalheimer said that while no
one knows what will happen with
the national economy, he is confident that barring an international
economic or political disaster,
most of the state ..revenue
forecasts will not be badly thrown
off.
The state research division
estimates the future revenues of
about 200 state taxes, and about 15
of the major ones receive close,
sophisticated scrutiny.
Thalheimer has written computer programs for the major
taxes. containing a constantly
changing model that can forecast
the tax.
The program re-estimates collections for past- years until it
finds the model that does the best•
job. of explaining the past, then
that model is used to forecast
future revenue.
Thalheimer said that makes the

state independent of error-prone
national economic forecasts.
"Those national forecast figures
have never worked," he said.
"Kentucky is an economy unto
Itself."
• Kentucky does use one major
forecasting firm — Date
Resources Inc. of Lexington,
Mass:— butmostly as a check on
its other work.
The Murray Ledger & Times
USPS 301-7110)
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
lec--„MIt _N. 4th, Murray,1Ly_ 42171. Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray,X y 42071.
--- SUBSCRIPTION RATF.S: In areas served
by carriers, $3.51 per month, payable in advance. By ?nail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., ana *Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tn., $24.51 per year. By mad to
other destinations 01.SO per year.
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Library of Congress
has own movie theater
WASHINGTON (AP) — One man is watching
Gary Cooper as the World War I hero "Sergeant
York." Another sits in front of a screen showing
Rudolph Valentino in "The Sheik."
They are part of a select audience, about 2,000 to
3,000 persons a year from many parts of the world,
at an unusual movie theater across the street from
the Capitol.
The theater is a viewing room of the motion picture division of the Library of Congress.
"We started out in the late 1960's with one or two
machines," says Paul C. Spehr, acting division.
chief."We had 15 or 20 people a year. Now you may
have to book three or more months in advance." •
If you're thinking of making an appointment to
see one of those hit musicals you missed, however,
you can forget it.
Before you can arrange to use one of the six viewing machines, you have to satisfy the staff that you
are engaged in a legitimate research project.
Spehr says most people who use the viewing
rooms are studying the history or technique of filmmaking, but they are also being used increasingly
by historians and social scientists seeking insights
from old film.
Although scholarly interest in motion pictures is
fairly recent, the library received its first film,
made by Thomas A. Edison, as long ago as 1893.
The trouble is that although records indicate it was
received, nobody has been able to find the Edison
film,Spehr says.
The oldest film the library can find on hand is a
10-second segment showing Fred Ott, an assistant
to Edison,sneezing. '
The library also received a large collection of
paper prints of films made before 1912. Since prints
on paper cannot be projected onto a screen, these
were later rephotographed on film.
Beginning in 1942, the library exercised its right
to keep one copy of whatever films it chose from
those submitted for copyright.
Spehr says the staff selects most of the 200 to 300
features films copyrighted each year, a more selective sample of television fare, and examples of
educational films.
Many works have since been acquired to fill in the
gap between 1912 and 1942, a rich 30-year period in
the history of the movies.
For example,the collection now contains 55 of the
films of Ronald Reagan, all but about a half dozen
of the theatrical features the president made during
his acting career.
As for X-rated pornography,Spehr says,"We d6
collect it because it is part of the movie industry,
but we are very selective."

by m.c. gorrott

garrotes galley

Lillys found life in East Germany
Interesting, but nothing like home For five days, Lucy and George
Lilly lived as East Germans live and
were treated royally by Lucy's
relatives — descendants on her
father's side and whom she had
never met — who live in that country.
They shopped in the largest department store in Plauen, a city of 65,000,
and the city of her father's birth.
They lunched with two distant
cousins — both in their early 80's and
one of whom had been director of a
school for 50 years.
Their lunch — roast duck with
gravy, Knodel (large potato balls or
dumplings), rot kohl (red, spicy cabbage) and peach melba dessert, all
served with white wine — cost
George, who was trying to get rid of
his East German marks, about 61 of
them,or $26 for six persons served.
•••
They visited a street upon which all
the houses had been built around 1870
by Lucy's grandfather before • he
came to America. She learned that
he had become rather wealthy and
retired before leaving for this •country at the age of -38 to again build
houses,schools and churches.
Among these was the Zion.
Lutheran Church at Schweizer and
the Iminanuel Baptist Church at Old
MitchliPe in Tennessee. He also built
the Franklin Female College, which
later became Franklin High School
and which Lucy attended as a young
girl.
"I remember Papa telling how
grandpa walked four miles across
the beta to his work in Franklin,"
she said, "getting up before daylight
and coming home well after dark. He
was paid $1.50 per day, which was a
lot of money in those days."
•••

They were treated to a long drive

Letter to editor

quarter, dime, nickel and a penny.
•••
of the trip,
highlight
Perhaps the
though, was their visit to the little
village of Taltitz, some four miles
from Plauen and where Lucy's
grandfather and grandmother Kummer were born.
A third cousin and her family live
through the East German counin the house — a two-story, housetryside by cousin Rudi Kummer in
barn combination in tan stucco and
his well-kept and mechanicallywith a tile roof — today. Surrounded
maintained Trabant, a snug fit for
by high fences, it is secured by a big
four passengers.
gate that locks.
Their host's driving interested
No cows are kept there anymore,
George almost as much as the counbut some of the stalls that were there
tryside, especially the way he shifted
when her grandfather was born are
gears, braked by hand and cut off the
still intact, used now for storage of
ignition at stop lights to conserve
firewood and coal briquettes.
gas.
•••
This cousin works on a cooperative
farm from daylight to dark, seven
They visited a 44-year-old relative,
days a week with every otherSunday
iv& lived with her husband — a 46off.
year-old mechanical engineer work•••
ing a night shift in a factory — and
They even attended services in the
their two children, 15 and 9.
Lutheran church, built in 1683, in
They live in # top-floor apartment
which her grandparents worshipped,
in a concrete building, part of a
sitting in his family pew.
government-owned _ and controlled
As they left the church, they walkcomplex where 20,000 people live. Ated past the house where her grandtractive and comfortable, the apartmother was born. As they stood lookment, Lucy observed, had three
ing at it, an old man came out and
bedrooms, a living room with
talked with them about her, grandbalcony and a nicely-furnished kitmother's family. A house next door,
chen and bath.
he pointed out, had been built by one
The mother works six days a week
of Lucy's great-aunts.
in a printing firm. The 15-year-old
"As we said 'goodbye,' the, old
son has had seven years of Russian
man, with tears in'his eyes, wished
_and three years of English at school.
for peacein the world," Lucy said.
While his grandparents were learn•••
ing English at the adult education
had many other.
and
George
Lucy
Lillys'
the
for
center in preparation
interesting experiences — too
visit, they would come by the apartnumerous, in fact, to go into in depth
ment each Monday night to practice
it under their grandson's tutorage.- - here — from which they could write a
book, and probably will, but it was
Upon leaving, Lucy and George
soon time to return home.
gave each of the youngsters $1.91 in
They had no problems returning
American money in a Bank of Murfrom East Germany other than have
ray coin purse — a dollar, half-dollar,
This is the third and final column in a
series dealing with the experiences of
George and Lucy Lilly of Murray
during a 5-day visit in Communistcontrolled East Germany last
summer.

Looking bock
Ten years ago Alan Lemons, son of Dr. and Mrs. Dale Lemons,
Lynn Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G.
Rogers, and Robert Underwood,- son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lyle Underwood, were presented Eagle
charges at a court of honor by Boy Scout Troop 77 at
First Christian Church. U. S. Rep. Frank Albert
Stubblefield bade the charges to the scouts.
Danny Ray Todd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kennie
Todd, had returned afte a tour of duty with U.S. Army in Korea.
Twenty years ago
Pvt. Boyce McClard had been assigned to Company -E„ -3119th Regiment, Fort Chaffee, Ark. His
wife is the former Geraldine Outland.
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath had spoken about Murray
history at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray Woman't Club House. He had.been introduced
by Hunter Love.
Thirty years ago
The newly formed ground observation corps of
Murray was to get its first real experience Jan 12
when airplanes were to fly over the city.
Martha Carter,state manager,and Ruth Clopton,
deputy, of Supreme Forrest Woodmen Circle, were.
to attend a training school for field **kers of the
circle at Cincinnati,Ohio,Jan. 17-19.
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Editor
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EVOLUTICN

By Ken Wolf •
Both Thomas Merton and
Abraham Heschel were intellectuals
who understood the limits of rationality. There are many things that
we simply cannot figure out; there
-are mysteries in the-universe and, in
our lives that cannot and should not
be unraveled.
In the introduction to a collection of
his writings compiled in 1962, Merton
wrote:
We live on the brink of disaster
because we do not know how to
let life alone. We do not respect
the living and fruitful contradictions and paradoxes of
which true life is full. We
destroy thetn, or try to destroy
them, with our obsessive and
absurd systematizations.
Taking advantage of the Jewish
habit of teaching through questions„
Rabbi Heschel wrote (some half
dozen years before Merton):
Where is the self understanding that could unfurl the marvel of our own
thinking, that could explain the grace of our emptying the concrete with the charms of
_
kept,
well
as
be
buildings will not
n? What formula
abstractio
school buses will be crowded and
solve the
explainand
could
help.
students will get less tutorial
fact of
very
the
of
enigma
133 needed school buses for thecurmystery.
not
.Does
thinking?..
the
rent year were canceled and
— reign within reasoning, within
school districts indicated that the
perception, within explanaif
eutawill be more drastic next year
tion?
new funds are not made available.
For the first time in several years,
the 1980-81 ending general fund
balance of Kentucky school districts
shows a significant decline'amoun1982 McNaught Synd . lee
ting to $7 million dollars over the
previous year.
The surveyed districts indicated
that 160 maintenance projects such
as roof repair and painting were
deferred during the current budget
year.
There is a dangerously small
unobligated 'balance in the capital
outlay of localschool districts.
The reduction in fee replacement
funds means the elimination of some
instructional activities and/or the
direct assessment of parents for certain costs of instructional supplies
and materials.
For the past several years the
Tirrancial support of our scheirls has
nut kept pace with -costs-resulting
from inflation and governmental
mandates. Changes in tax laws have
resulted in revenue losses to school
districts. Federal education program
reductions will continue for several'
years.
NEXT: Thel.,ocal Picture

Writer reviews America's education
EDITOR'S NOTE — The following
article contains opinions ofthe writer
which do not necessarily agree with
the editorial philosophy of this
newspaper.
Letters to the editor supporting or
taking issue with the position
presented are encouraged.
BY KAYE PEEBLES
Murray City Schools
Think about what public education
has done for you..Reflect on what it is
doing for your children and grandchildren. Consider a few accomplishments:
America has the lighest literacy
rate in the world,
America sends more of her
students to school than any other nation in the world.
More American high school
graduates go to college than any
other nation. _
A higher percent of handicapped
children are taught in American
public schools than in any other nation.
America's public school classroom
teachers are required to'have more
education than teachers in any other
nation.
Public education is vital, under
assault and needs the support of all
citizens. Too often We take for
granted the opportunities provided
by public education.
The Kentucky Association --of
School Administrators recently con-

ducted a survey of 116 school systems
in the state to determine the effects
of budget cuts and inflation. The findings are alarming.
Lost last year were 456'teaching
positions. The most significant cuts
the elementary level were in programs for exceptional children,
remedial reading, music and
physical education. At the secondary
level, reductions were mainly in the
areas of social studies, English,
physical education and driver education.
The school districts indicated that
an additional 542 positions will be
eliminated next year if new funds are
not made available. Keep in mind
that when teaching positions are
eliminated pupil teacher ratios go up,
so the effect of the teacher cuts is actually doubled.
Fifty-three of the surveyed school
districts reported significant cuts in
the budget for instructionarsupplies
and materials for the current school
year. 101 stated that significant cuts
in • the budget for instructional
materials will be made in 1982 if new
funds are not made available.
„.Classified positions were
eliminated at 899. Teacher aides
were the hardest hit followed by
custodians, central office secretaries
- and bus drivers.
Another 784 claisified positions will
be eliminated in 1982 if new funds are
not made available. Tliis means the
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ing to contend with four ,more,
authority-exerting officials at the
border."We were happy to cross into
West Germany and back into
freedom without incident," Lucy
said.
"They certainly have indoctrinated the young people," she
went on. "One of my younger
'cousins' once said to me during the
trip, 'U.S. and West Germany
capitalist; Russia and DDR (East
Germany)socialist.'
,̀I could not help but say to her,
'No. The U. S. is democratic.' A visit,
such as ours,to a Communist country
would be a fitting antidote to the malcontents in this country who continually find fault with our government, its leaders, the economy and
our way of life in general.
"I am thankful that my grandfather had the foresight to come to
America even though'he and his
family suffered hardships in the process. We must add, however, that at
no time in East Germany were we
treated other than with deference or
courtesy, although at all times firmly.,,
•••
As George and Lucy crossed the
border into West,Germany and back
into the free world, both were relieved to be, once more, in a land of
freedom, away from the restrictions
of Communist dominations.
However, Rudi Kummer and his
wife, Charl9tte, will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary in 1982,
and their warm invitation to the
Lillys to return for the festive occasion, coupled with the many pleasant
memories they brought home from
this unprecedented trip,,tempt them
to accept it.
"Who knows?" George says. "We
just might do it."

Thoughts in season

C Copley flews Service

Dew Sir,
We are in the process of organizing reunions of
the U.S.S. FANNING (DD385) which was commissioned in 1937 and decommissioned in 1946 after serving in the Pacific during World War H.
After 35 years we need all the help we can get to
help find old shipmates and relive old times. The
Navy will not assist.
Your help would be greatly appreciated if you
would announce the following news release:
"Will all former officers and crew of the famed
World War II destroyer USS FANNING (DD385)rinterested in a reunion please contact ,Fred Winger,
712 Hewlett St., Bakersfield, Cal. 93309 or call (805)
323-7013. The reunion is planned for Des Moines,
Iowa in June 1982.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely
Fred Winger
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The best gift may be.
presence of persons

Bazzell named tb list
Charles Howard Bazzell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyard Bazzell, Rt. 2, has been placed on President's List at Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson,
Tenn. for 1901 fall semester.
To be eligible for list, a full-time student must
earn a 3.30 or above grade point average based on a
4.00 scale at the.the senior Christian college,

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, you offered
some suggestions on what
`. to give the older person
for Christmas. Unfortunately, it was no
help to me. My problem is
what to give my motherin-law. She's 74, widowed
and living in a condo in
Palm Beach,Fla.
This woman has
jewelry, clothing, knickknacks, perfume — name
it and she has it. And
what she doesn't have,
she can go out and buy.
OUT OF IDEAS IN
C .
.
Y
.
N
DEAR OUT: She can't
buy a charm for her
bracelet (or necklace)
with a personal inscription on it from you. And
shE can't buy a new picture of you and her son —
and your children, if you
have any. And she can't
buy thoughtful letters
from you during the year
to let her know that you

are thinking of her —
which would be far more
precious than one expensive store-bought gift at
Christmas.
DEAR ABBY:Because
of you, my Christms was
a lot merrier this year.
Last year my husband
drove me crazy sitting
around the house doing
nothing. He had just
retired at age 65, was in
good 'health, and didn't,,
know whirto do with
himself. He'd worked
hard all his life and never
had time to cultivate any
hobbies.
I kiddingly suggested
he write to you, and he
did. You told him -to offer
his services • to some
volunteer group, and you
name a few. He called the
Crippled Children's
Society and was given the
names of some handicapped children who needed
transportation to and
from the therapy clinic.

He's never been happier.
Aren't men peculiar?
They'll listen to advice
from a stranger, but just
let their wives tell them
the same thing and they'll
say she's off her rocker.
Thanks, Abby. You
gave me the best
Christmas _present I've
had in Years.
ANGIE
DEAR ANGIE: Don't
mention it. Greet your
wonderful husband for
me, and thank him for
giving me this opportunity to remind others that
they, too, can improve
the quality of their retire
ment years by volunteering their services.
Everybody can do
something.

plumpish. If I lose
weight, my face will sag
and become haggard. If I
keep my face full and
wrinkle-free, then my
figure will be too full.
Since I can't have both,
which should I choose?.
ILLONA FROM
BUDAPEST
DEAR ILLONA:
Choose your face, and sit
down.
Getting married?
Whether you want a formal church wedding or a
simple_,
"do—your—own—thing"
ceremony, get Abby's
new booklet. Send $1 plus
a long, self—addressed,
stamped (37 cents)
envelope to: Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060
Hawthorne Blvd., Suite
5060, Hawthorne,- Calif.
90250.

Marvin son born Jan. 2

t
NEW MEMBERS were installed at B&PW club
meeting. They were Jan Tubers, seated right and
Beverly Nance, standing tight. Standing left is
Kathy Hodge,and seated left is Carrie Beale.

Bacon corn
recipelisted
for supper

Sale Starts NN ed. 9:00 A.)1.

PR ICE
2SALE

•

7he step

11.&" NSh=
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Mr. and Mrs. Scott Marvin, Rt. 8, are the parents
of a son born Saturday, Jan. 2, at 5:53 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He weighed six
pounds 13 ounces and measured 181
2 inches. He has
/
one brother,Jason,5. The father is employed at Fisher Price Toys. The
mother was a former dental assistant of Dr. J. H.
Rexroat. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marvin and Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell Jones. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marvin and
Modell Bazzell.

Members installed

Two new members,
Beverly Nance and Jan
Tabers, were installed at
a recent meeting of Murray Business and ProfesDEAR ABBY: I am.a
sional Women's Club at
Hungarian-born woman,
Seven Seas Restaurant.
48, and am told that I am
Both were sponsored by
very b'eautiful. However,
Carrie Beale. Kathy
I have always had a
Hodge, president, contendency to .be slightly
ducted the installation.
Dr. Evelyn Bradley,
guest speaker, spoke
about "The Advancement
of Women"
Also at this meeting the
54th birthday of the club
was observed. A candle
By CECILY
lighting ceremony was
.BROWNSTONE1 conducted with each past
Associated Press Food president recognized and
Editor
the name of her candle
SUPP'ER FARE Fish given.
Potatoes Bacon Corn
Hodge, current presiSalad Jam Cake dent, named her candle,
•
Beverage
"strength."
BACON CORN
A tried and true combination.
4 slices bacon
I small onion,chopped
2 of a
1
medium-fine /
large green pepper,
WASHINGTON(AP) —
chopped medium-fine A study commissioned by
12-ounce can golden corn
the Reagan administrakernels,drained
tion recommends lifting a
In a 10-inch skillet cook "hypocritical" prohibithe bacon until crisp; tion on the. use of U.S.
drain on paper towelS; .foreign aid money for
crumble and keep warm. abortions in Third World
Pour off all but 2 to 3 nations.
To the extent that the
tablespoons of the fat in
:t11 Fall And Winter Merchandise. Must Go.
the skillet.; add the onion law actually discourages
and green pepper and abortions "it imposes
To Make Room For New Spring Merchandise
cook over moderate heat, needless suffering on
tll Sales Final-Exchanges Only Where Possible
stirring often, until light- poor women in poor counly browned. Stir in the tries," says Harvard
.corn and heat. Serve university researcher
sprinkled with the bacon. Nick Eberstadt who comOpen 9-6 Mon.-Set. - 9-1 Fri.
Children's Fashions
pleted the report for the
Makes 3servings.

FINAL
CLEARANCE

Mainly Ledger & Times

Members of .other
B&PW clubs in the
district were guests at the
dinner meeting.
Another special club
aetivity for December
was the sponsorship of a
ward party for about 40
patients at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Connie White, Elaine
Brown and Euple Ward,
members, took gifts and
refreshments for the
ward party.
A chili supper and craft
auction for the club was
Dec. 17 at Community
room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank.
Odell Vance and her
committee were in
charge of arrangements
with Vance making the
chili. Several guests also
were present.
-J=:—

Taylor son born Jan. 7
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Taylor, Rt. 4, announce the
birth of a son, John D born Thursday. Jan. 7, at6:35
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He
weighed eight pounds six ounces and measured 21
•inches. They have two other sons, Greg, 3/
2, and
1
Chip, 2.
The father is parts manager at Trucks-TrailersBuses, Inc. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Forres, Hazel. Great-grandparents are Mr. ard
Mrs. John Tom Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell King
and Lyda Miller,all of Murray.

Mathis daughter born •
Mr. and Mrs. William Mathis, Rt, I, Farmington,
are the parents of a daughterdtlicia Chantel, born
Saturday, Jan. 2, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Frances Curvin, Mayfield, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ancie Mathis,Rt. 1,Farmington.

Shelton undergoes tests
T. G.Shelton, 1709 Calloway %ye., is now at home
after having undergone special tests at Vanderbilt
Hospital, NashvWe.

Abortion money study conducted

eeadder

State Department.
Eberstadt said between
40 million and 60 million
abortions are peformed
worldwide each year
"and most of these are
performed in poor countries."
"Most of those in the
poor countries are performed under unsanitary
conditions and by unqualified personnel,"
said the report, which
will cost the State Department between $8,000 and
$4,000.
Around the world,
Eberstadt said complications from unsanitary or
unprofessional abortions
are the leading cause of
death for women between
the ages of 15 and 35.
But women over 35
choose to end pregnancies even more frequently, he wrote, adding that
"the toll of unsafe abortions on them and their

families is even greater."
"Current restrictions
on American funding
means either that tens of
millions of mothers who
need help will not be able
to get it from Americans
or else that U.S. funds
will be furtively transferred through a complex
network...to pay for abortion services," he wrote.
While the section on
abortion is only a small
part of the report, it is
bound to be controversial
in an administration that
firmly supports reversal
of the 1973 Supreme Court
decision legalizing most
U.S. abortions.
In an interview,
Eberstadt said he was
asked to do the study by
Undersecretary of State
James' Buckley, a
longtime foe of legalized
abortions in the United
States and elsewhere.
Buckley, a former

'
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Gold Mother Goose Shoes
Chains,
Bracelets,
Charms

60
.it
0
er:7
60
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senator from New York,
is undersecretary of state
for' security assistance.
Efforts to reach him for
comment were unsuccessful and he failed to
return telephone calls to
his office.
Eberstadt said his 150page study was designed
to cover the impact of
government policies on
poverty and overpopulation in poor nations of the
world.
The Population Action
Council, a private nonprofit organization which
urges ways of-reducing-worldwide overpopulation, initially provided
copies of the report,
which Eberstadt later
discussed in detail.
4

In the interview.,
Eberstadt said other portions of the study found
that poor Marxist countries tend to be the worst
run and do the least to
ease the misery of their
poor.
7:10,9:05
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When you decide to lose weight...

on .fl 14A Gold
Chains, Bracelet! IS Charm.

YOU CAN LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDSIN 6 WEEKS!
And.If necessary,that rat.of reduction can be sustained
until you have lost 50, 75 or even 100 pounds and more.
Our program is totally natural and based on sound
nutrition. You'll melpt daily with a counselor who cares
and understands. She knows what it taku to lose weight
,
and ko•p it off because she's done It Serail'

ti

CENT P

"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

See our complete selection
of Chains,
Bracelets and
Charms in 14K
Gold, specially
priced for
Valentines Day.
•

Charge It!
Easy Terms
Hurry Limited Offer

NO SHOTS•NO DRUGS•NO CONTRACTS
There we now over 1,350 DIM Center locations all *cross the
WOWS Mere.and Canada. Call the one nearest you today lop•
fres Introductory consusiolion. It could change your Ili&

- Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 502-753-7403

SHOE BIZZ,
thir.•Sso hi
:05 9:00
'IUHN
MUSH!
DAN
AYKROYD

Italian Spaghetti
Special

OF
!AAUCE
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%ith Carlit Bread
Salad 40' Estra
Y Special For Kids1
tf-TInside Dining Onls

fm..' Refills On Drinks

704020

7.15,9:30
...thvy Wok.
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Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M

Murray, Ky.
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March wedding planned.
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:35
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21
nd

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Morris of:Sedalia announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their oldest daughter,
Velvet Danette, to James
Larry Dowdy, youngest
son of Mr. and Mrs:
Luther Dowdy of
Hickory.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jibines Edward
Janes of Wingo, *Pearl
Morris of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Morris of Highland Park,
Mich.
Grandparents of the
groom-elect are Mrs.
James Martin Ballard
and the late Mr. Ballard
of Mayfield and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Dowdy of Wickliffe.
Morris is a 1980
graduate of Sedalia High
School. She is a
sophomore at Murray
•
State University.
Dowdy,a 1990 graduate
of Lowes High School, is
employed by West Kentucky Rural Telephone of
Mayfield.
The double-ring

.Taper off to quit coffee

DEAR DR. LAMB - I
read your column about
regretting coffee, clipped it
and posted it where I see it
regularly, but I am addicted
to the use of strong black
coffee in the quantity of six
er eight cups a day.
I am 76 years old, in perfect health, enjoying a fulltime practice of dentistry.
This morning I tried substituting a cup of Postum for
my breakfast coffee. After
about two hours at work I
began to feel weak, my
patient could have thought I
was developing the shakes.
A cup of black coffee and 15
minutes rest restored me to
good working stamina.
Please advise.
DEAR READER — I
agree with your self-diagnosis. You are addicted to the
caffeine in coffee and you
experienced typical withdrawal symptoms. You are
lucky you didn't develop a
headache as well. A few
years ago when I was lecturing in Florida for the American Heart Association some
Velvet Dannette Morris
of the doctors quit coffee
to wed JamesL.Dowdy
abruptly and developed
headaches and other symptoms.
ceremony will be solem- follow the ceremony.
If you want to quit drinknized Saturday, March 6,
All friends and ing coffee to avoid the
at 7:30 p.m. at St. Jerome relatives are invited to at- effects of the caffeine, you
Catholic Church, Fancy tend the ceremony and should taper off. Drop to
three cups of coffee a day.
Farm. A reception will the reception.

•

r'2Jan
Tuesday,
Wednesday,Jan.13
Murray Branch of
Inner Agency Council
American Association of will meet at 3 p.m. at
Fraaces Drake
University Women will Calloway Public Library.
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13,1982
meet at 7:15 p.m. in ComFree blood pressure
What kind of day will tomor- brings financial gain. Avoid munity Room, North
check for senior citizens
row be? To find out what the overdoing in the late evening. Branch,Peoples Bank.
will be from 11 a.m. to 2
stars say, read the forecast LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct.22)
giveshr yew birth Sign.
Star Chapter p.m. at Hazel Community
Murray
Use time alone -con- -433 Order of the Cente.
:
structively. You have a 140
Star will meet at
Eastern
Circles of First United
tendency to daydream. Even(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Methodist Church
Though you can't count on tog hours favor hobbies, 7:30 p.m.at lodge hall.
Women will meet as
the help of friends regarding a romance and cultural acwork project, you still can en- tivities.
Alcoholics Anonymous follows: Wesleyan with
joy a stimulating exchange of SCORPIO
will meet at 8 p.m. at Alice Koenecke at 7 p.m.
(Oct. 23to Nov.21)
new ideas.
western portion of and Ruth Wilson with
You'll meet with mixed
TAURUS
Livestock
and Exposition Rebecca Irvan at 7:30
(Apr. 20 to may 20) tikv, reactions from friends now,
p.m_
An extra career push pays though you'll accomplish Center.-dividends now, but refrain much in private. Initiate new
Make Today Count will
Murray TOPS (take off'
from.,. mixing business with Intellectual Pursuit&
pleasure. children require SAGITTARIUS
arogA pounds- sensibly) Club meet at 1:30 p.m. at
will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
(Nov.72 to Dec.21) "
special attention.
Hospital.
There are many loose ends Health Center.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 1W- to be tied up regarding a
---Returning Students
You might consider a job career venture. Others mayWS -ChrisUnited will meet at 7:45,
that can be done from home, not be totally straightforward.--GroupstiarC-Church CWF will a.m. in Ordway Hall,
Make plans for an exciting Socialize after dark.
meet as follows: I with Murray State University.
4
1,
CAPRICORN
extra
trip., Find an outlet for
Tilsworth at 10
Blanche
22
19)
(Dec.
V
toJan.
creative energy.
Cgiey Club
Oaks so
Don't let asking for advice a.m. with program by
CANCER
with
III
Boone;
—aeon will
Margaret
d'
action.
for
a
be
ladies
substitute
fee)
22)
July
to
(June 21
An on.again off_again dekd Bypass go-betweens and pre- Leah Hart at 7:30 p.m.
Bridge will be
be at
could try your patience. Take sent your viewpoint to higherthis as your cue to do further UPS in person.
PLANNING
research before reaching your AQUARIUS
TO MARRY?
(Jan. 20 toFeb. 18)
own decision.
,Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Creative types should meet Tunes has adopted a deadline for publishing wedLEO
A
advisers.
and
agents
with
22)
Aug.
(July 23 to
ding reports.
You'll make a purchase now minor dispute is possible
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
that you're destined to be pro- regarding a bill. Travel brings
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ud of. Take the initiative in benefits.
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
wi a PISCES
planninggood times with
XC
r office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
(Feb. 19 tin Mar.20)
loved one.
ties exhibit be accepted.
Close
VIRGO
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
changeable dispositions, yet
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 rfP
You'll come up with are somewhat demanding. for a wedding article are available at the
answers about a troublesome Privacy allows you to put your newspaper office,106 N.4th St. •
business matter.,Initiative-accounts in order.
•
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

A special class in
publicity/public relations
techniqqes will be offered
You could have three addi- lo be a serious problem.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am on Monday evenings,
tional cups of a decaffeinated brand. TIwn gradually 16 years old. I've beard that Feb. 1 through March 1,
switch to the decaffeinated when a guy and a girl, have by the Office of Conbrand of your choice. With sexual relations if she is a
the gradual reduction over virgin the guy will know. ferences and Continuing
days, or at least a week, you How? And if the guy hap- Education at Murray
will probably not experience pened to be a virgin would State University.
the girl be able to knee? If
the symptoms you had.
Entitled "Publicity/so. how?
Relations Techh1;*
Public
DEAR READER — The
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 14-4, idea is based on the fact that ques for the Organiza- .
Controversial Beverages: many virgins do not have a tion, Small Business,"
membrane. the class will meet from 7
Coffee, Tea, Colas and Choc- ruptured hymen
olate. You can post it, too. Obviously it must be partial- to 9 p.m. for each of the
Others who want this issue ly open for normal mggstru- five sessions.
can send 75 cents with a ation. During penetration
membrane is
Instructors will be Dr.
long, stamped, self- the rest of the may
be some Robert H. McGaughey,
addressed envelope for it to torn and there
me, in care of this newspa- bleeding. •
chairman of the DepartNow, this experience is ment of Journalism and
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY not always painless for a Radio-Television, and
girl and if relations are
10019.
pushed vigorously it can Robert Valentine, direcIncidentally, a small give a girl a very bad intro- tor of forensics. Each has
amount of caffeine has been duction to her sex life, somein
shown to improve perform- times with far-reaching had experience
ance of tasks requiring adverse effects. The modeffr-.newspaper, radio, televiskills, such as typing. So not idea is that .a girl should be sion and public relations.
all of the effects are bad, but prepared for married life
The class has been ofit is important to know what and any obstruction correct- fered five times previouswell
as
are
the bad effects
ed'in advance.
ly. Civic groups, service
as the good. Then if you
Many girls do not have a organizations, school
want to pay the price to
have the stimulus it will be problem and may have clubs and .small
an informed decision. Unless already ruptured the hymen businesses have sent
a person has a medical prob- from normal athletic activito the class in
lem, such as heart irregular- ty. And I know of no way to members
ities, high blood pressure, tell if a guy is a virgin or the past.
"Originally, we had
digestive disturbances or not, even if he tells you he is.
nervousness, one or two cups Guys have been known to several people contact us
of coffee a day are not likely telliuntrdths in such cases.
with questions about
publicity," McGaughey
explained, "so we
thought we would provide
the information -in- a oomThursday,Jan. 14
Wednesday,Jan. 13
Welcome Wagon Club
played at 9:30 a.m.
will have a "get acquainted" meeting at 7
Auditions for "The
p.m. at First Christian
Hostage" will be at 7 p.m.
By CECILY
Church.
at Robert E. Johnson
BROWNSTONE
Theatre, Murray State
Associated Press
Murray Chapter No. 92
University, at 7 p.m. For
Food Editor
will
Masons
Arch
Royal
information call 762-4421.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
SNACKTIME FARE
Overeaters Anonymous hall.
Zucchini Pancakes Tea
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
Whole-Wheat
Organization of Noclassroom, MurrayZucchini Pancakes
Calloway County Smoking Club will be at 7
My young friend
p.m. at home of Mr. and Veronica Petta had this
Hospital. .
Mrs. Jack Shroat, 302 recipe of hers published
Homemakers Clitftek, South 13th St.
in a recent issue of "Redwill meet as follows:
book."
_
South Pleasant Grove
Christian Women's
2 large eggs
with Deloha Taylor at Fellowship of First Chris4 cup milk
1
/
1:30 p.m.; Hamtid.'Irove tian Church will have a
',14 cup whole-wheat
at Ellis Ceica.PW10 a.m.; 4..general meeting at 7 p.m.
flour
Pacers at Granny's at church.
/2 teaspoon salt
;
Porch at 9:30 a.m.; Pot4
1
/
teaspoon ground
tertown at 10 a.m. at HoliSenior Citizens centers
day Inn.
will be open as follows: black-pepper
1,12 cup well-drained,
Hazel and Douglas from
Murray Shrine Club 10 a.m. to- 2 p.m.; Ellis coarsely grated zucchini
(pressed between paper
will meet .at 7 p.m. at from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.
towels before measuring)
lodge hall, Highway 121
Mothers Day Out will
Y4 cup minced scallions
at Johnny Robertson
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- or green onions
Road.
tist r‘hurch_ _
_3_ teaspoons vegetable

Coming community events listed

Your Individual
Horoscope

rsmA.
rd
ng

Public relations
class scheduled

4/24iQ

prehensive class."
Valentine said there
are several effective
means of publicizing
events and organizational
achievements that can be
used with little or no cost.
- "The secret to- good
public relations lies with
a sound plait of publicitic9iiSaf4,1`Ad that
really quite static once
a person' understands
bow the media work."
Topics to be covered in
th# class include:
preparation of news
releases; devising a
publicity campaign; arranging for speakers,
programs and Fromotions; procitcing and
distributing newsletters;
and dealing with radio
and television.
Class participants are
invited to bring specific
projects dealing with
their organization for
work in the class.
Anyone interested in
registering for the class
may contact Stan Key.
Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education,
Murray State University,
at 762-2716 before Feb. 1.
A registration fee of $20
covers tuition and
materials.

Zucchini pancakes featured
snack time fore menu
oil
Parsley sprigs
Whisk eggs and milk in
a medium-sized bowl.
Gradually beat in flour
and then the salt and pepper. Stir in zucchini and
scallions.
In a 10-inch skillet with
a nonstick finish heat 1
teaspoon of the oil over
moderate heat. Drop batter into skillet by the
-tablespoon, flattening
each pancake with back
of spoon; fry about 6 pancakes at a time.
When tops of pancakes
look slightly dry'and
edges stald up from pan,
turn and- cook a few
seconds more. Arrange in
an overlapping circle on a
serving plate or roll up
and secure with a wooden
pick. Garnish with
parsley. Makes 18 tiny
partreirpg

FINAL

SETTLE-WORKMAN'S
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...

Bucy family
has reunion
Descendants of Edward Bucy and Mary
Sarah Cash Bucy recent- •
ly met at Hazel Cornmunity Center for 'a reunion. Another family
event was planned in the
fall of 1932.
Those in attendance included:
Mr.and Mrs. John Paul
Bucy, Billy Bucy, Mr.
and Mrs. Kent Bucy and
children,Curt and Troy,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bucy
and children; Mr. and
'Mrs. Danny Wimberley
• and son, Eric, Lottie
Wilson Bucy and Mr. and
. T. Bucy,
Mrs. W.
Buchanan,Tenh.
Edward E. Bucy, Paul
Bucy and family, Tiny
Bucy, Caitie Bucy, and
H. G. and Katherine
Bucy,Puryear,Tenn.
Carter Hays Oliver,
Mary Lynnville Pflueger,
Calista Pflueger Odom,
Steve and Becky Bucy
and Donna Thompson,
Paris,Tenn. .4
WI. and Jean Collier
and Cathy Collier, Clinton.
Lena Bucy, Charles
and Willie Smotherman,
Robert and Carrie Bucy,
Rudy and Myrtle Bucy,
James D. and Dora MaeBucy, Ralph Edwin and
than Bucy, John and
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Bucy, Hazel; Dale
Taylor, Martin, Tenn.;
Addle Hutson, Norma
and Betty Jackson Bucy,
Neat, - Kim and Laura
Bucy, and David Bucy
Jack-on, Michigan.

Slinda hictuiston

Jackets' •
be Table 'Girls
toots & Shoes

Of Murray, Lost 36 Lbs

All Girls

.1/3 en
1 2 Price
/

Dresses,

Y2 Price

AU Girls

When You Decide
To Lose Weight
• Calf

50 h 15%

Sportswear
Pajamas & Brushed
Nylon Gowns

DIET CENTER

Boys Sone Reg S13.99

Chukla Boots

Did
And I Lost.
36 Pounds
'Quickly and Safely
You CanDo it Too!

Girls Size 1 Throng 14

Size Little Boys 11 1 7-B1g Boy 51 7

1/2 Price
S811114

All la's

1 2 Price
/

All Me,:

Suits
lees Hanel

Jogging Shoes

Shirts
3/2
s1/
le Price

1 2 Price
/

Ties.
Die Creep Meo's fotglog
Shoes

Ole Grego Boys
Size little Boys 11-Big Boy

1 2 Price
1/3 Is /

1/3 on

On Group Mei s Dress

2-v
1
/

Pants

'

N-tf.

Linda's -story is-typical of
tens of thousands of men,
women and children who
have learned how to lose
weight and keep it off at Diet
Center. Our program is totally
natural and based on sound
nutrition. You will meet daily
with a counselor who cares
and understands. There are
no shots, ho drugs, no contracts and . no pre-packaged
foods.

1 2 Price
/
\\ \lite%

tss''

All Meo's liter

Jackets, Top Coats and
Suburban Coats

ouct%
low to

Sorry
No Refunds
No Exchanges
No Alterations

.144%

yaLW
1.111‘tc,

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
Call today for a free, introductory consultation. It
could change your life!
"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

Our New Location
'"The Village"
641 N. 753-0020 Murray, Ky.
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Ashland Oil blast injures two,
connected to freezing weather

OBITUARIES
Carrico rites
at Louisville

Mrs..Jones
services

9

•

•

7
17'
:

CATLETTSBURG, Ky. plant had reported hear- gasoline and chemicals. where they were treated
Services for Mrs. Corholds 42 gallons. and released, said Nadine
- Two workers ing the explosion. One A barrel
(API
Memorial services for die L. Jones will be
rs isolated Mulholland, a nursing
Firefighte
eight
lives
who
man,
exwere injured when an
Andrea Carrico were Wednesday at I p.m. in
miles from the plant, said the area, shutting off supervisor.
through
ripped
plosion
t thoiel
Sunday at 3 p.m. at St. the chapel of Max Chureg
tphip
eealiirieeas afeneciiiiln
West Virginia police ofgasoline tanks at an the blast had shaken his
fire ficers from
Francis In The Fields. chill Funeral Home. The
house,they said.
late
plant
Co.
Oil
departments
Ashland
will
Shanklin
Layne
Rev.
Church,
Episcopal
burn itself out, Butler
intoMday
up
lighting
night,
the
Ohio River
Just
a
across
,
Butler
Jim
officiate.
Louisville.
were sent to help control
the sky and rocking spokesman for Ashland, said.
in
be
nt
will
Entombme
Louisville,
Carrico, 29,
The cold weather also traffic . and assist Kenhomes up to eight miles said the explosion apdied Friday at 5:30 p.m. the mausoleum at
to hampered efforts to con- tucky authorities.
away,authorities said.
related
was
parently
Park
d
ighlan
H
Hospital
at Norton's
Fire fighting units, am- freezing temperatures tain the fire. Tom Mantle,
Authorities halted trafCemetery, Mayfield.
there.
and police of- that have gripped the an official with the Boyd fic on U.S. Route 23,
bulances
at
call
may
Friends
Survivors include her
County Public Safety which passes in front of
ficers from surrounding area since the weekend.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. funeral home after 4 p.m.
Kentucky and
Communications Office, the plant, and Interstate
in
towns
cold
the
He said
Randall Carrico, Rt. 2, today.
rushwere
some firefighters 64, which passes nearby.
Virginia
said
West
Mrs. Jones, 83, former
weather had frozen some
Mayfield; two brothers,
be treated for Amos said traffic was .•
the large
to
had
to
ed
tanks
•
to
Coldwater
of
leading
Randy Carrico, Rt. 2, resident
on pipes
plant
cal
frostbite.
petrochemi
processed.
for
several
halted
hours.
Monday
died
is
,
oil
community
Carwhere
David
and
Mayfield,
•
the outskirts of Catlett- Workers had been trying
at 6 a.m. at W. S. Major
Allen Keesee, a dispat- "They had the traffic
rico, Murray.
said
s
Authoritie
sburg.
to clear the pipes when cher for the Wayne Coun- backed up. in case there
The family requested Hospital, Shelbyville,
they halted traffic on ma- the fire started, he said.
ty, W.Va., Sheriff's was any type of toxic
that expressions of sym- Ind. Her husband, Berjor roads near the plant in
1971.
in
died
Jones,
nard
of
form
in
made
pathy be
"We've had some pro- Department, said plant chemicals," he said.
case toxic chemicals
She was a member of
donations to American
with fuel lines be- workers reported that a
blems
West Virginia state
escaped from the facility.
United
er
Coldwat
pressure line was police also halted traffic
"major
Butler
Cancer Society.
up,"
frozen
ing
huge
"You can see a
Methodist Church. Born
fuel the major explosion and from West Virginia from
red glow off in the said. "The main
Sept. 2, 1898, in Calloway
two other explosions" heading into Kentucky
distance," said S.A. source froze up and the
County, she was the
had followed.
normal
of
out
went
along 1-64.
GIFTS CAUSE PROBLEM - Jessica Meshey,
Amos, a dispatcher for unit
daughter of the late John
"
Tony Yates, a member
operation.
officials said
her
as
Company
gifts,
Fire
Christmas
W.Va.,
her
of
one
Ceredo,
holds
the
12,
Paschall and Sally Cavitt
at their home in
in a Jimmy Stewart, 26, of of the Catlettsburg Fire
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located
witches
broke
nt,
Jean
fire
Betty
Departme
The
mother
Paschall.
several miles across the unit that processes 9,000 Catlettsburg, and Jerry Department, said the
Clearwater, Fla. Jess* received Christmas
Services for James
Survivors include a
local
a
after
years
five
in
time
first
Ohio River from the barrels of oil a day, mak- Kemper, 30, of Ashland, plant produced gasoline
the
for
gifts
Elbert Hicks were today daughter, Mrs. Lonzo
refinery where oil is turn- ing gasoline and asphalt, suffered first and second and a large variety of
at 1 p.m. at Crossroads D owning, Rt. 6, newspaper wrote about the child's plight. Now
away
take
to
ng
are
threateni
into gasoline.
ed
officials
company officials said. degree burns. The men chemicals.
welfare
Baptist Church, Shelbyville, Ind., with
"They make just aboul
mother
dden
said
cancer-ri
ties
child'
the
Authori
The Ashland plant can were reported in good
benefits
Bruceton, Tenn.
whom she made her
out there yoi
everything
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n
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gifts.
to
220,000
the
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living
value
to
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up
of
residents
process
receives because
Burial was in church home; three step(AP Laserphoto)
several miles from the rels of oil a day into Daughters Hospital, can think of," Yates said.
cemetery with ac- daughters, Elizabeth
rangements by Bruceton Jones, Dayton, Ohio,
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Euin Hale, GrahamHicks, 79, Bruceton, ville, and Cordelia Terry,
died Sunday at his home. Florida; a stepson, Henry
He was a retired farmer.
L. Jones, Rt. 1.
cent of the grapefrat
highway service stations of which is still unpicked. tation Department reopen today.
By ANDY O'CONNELL
Survivors include his
Also surviving are a
of crop has been picked.
inches
25
had
Buffalo
weekend
care
first
taken
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and
Lord's
reported
"The
pews,
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and
widow, Era Jones Hicks; brother, Charlie Associated Press Writer
Weather-related deaths
he's in more than three years snow between 1 p.m. SunSome of the bitterest state office buildings in of us before. I hope
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traffic
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looking
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western
Morgan, Murray, and grandchildren; three winter weather to hit the
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Wisconsin's "You couldn't see deaths reported in IlWorkers at Ashland Oil hours of 28-degree cold.
will be Thursday at 1 p.m. froze to death in their
It was 2 below in Birm- temperatures hit an of- anything but white. It linois, seven in Iowa and
in the chapel of Blalock- homes, including a 92- Co. plant in Catlettsburg,
Ala. Monday, ficially recorded minus 29 was like we were floating Pennsylvania, six in
a
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clear
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Coleman Funeral Home. y e a r -o 1 d woman in Ky. were trying
Michigan and North
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Watt wants to okay Vietnam statue design

WASHINGTON (AP)--Six-weeks before thegroundbreaking for the
nation's memorial to
Vietnam veterans, Interior Secretary James
Watt is surprising the
monument's sponsors by
saying work cannot proreed until he approves
the design.
Watt's action comes
against a clamor of opposition to the design
from critics, many of
them conservatives, who
say the design reflects
the war that was foughtin

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

this country over the war
rather than the-bravery
of the soldiers in the field.
Watt originally approved the design last June,
but he told monument
sponsors that modifications had been made and
said the final version requires his approval.
At the same time Watt
raised his caution flag, 27
Republican congressmen
denounced the design in a
letter to President
Reagan as "a political
statement of shame and
r" and asked that
disholio
.

another design be
selected.
And another critic,
Texas computer
millionaire H. Ross
Perot, said he is going to
have a survey conducted
in the next few weeks by a
reputable polling
organization at his own
expense to see if most
Vietnam veterans share
his repulsion over the
design.
If they do, he says, he is
sure the project somehow
can be - redesigned,
although he was not-cer-

'Pat B. Wallis, 500 Souh
- Sixth St.; Jerry Kennet
NEWBORN
Hester, Rt. 1, Buchana,
ADMISSIONS .
Johnson, baby girl Tenn.
(Cheryl), 30 Terrace
Shirley A Smith, Rt.i,
Woods Park, Paris, Tenn. Benton; Patricia f.
DISMISSALS
Boren, Rt. 5, Cadiz; Joh
Minnie A. Alexander, J. Bugden, 106 South 13h
1208 Fourth, Hickman; St.; Thomas Blair, Rt.1,
Mildred C. Bucy, 1204 Farmington.
Grove; Jeremy B. HoofWilliam Cyrel
man, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Box 167, Hazel; Virgielt.
Mitzi L. Clark and baby Stewart, Fern Terrain--girl, Rt.4, Benton.
Lodge; Mary E. Nugett, .
Sally S. Nesler and Rt. 5, Fulton; Lillie MPS
baby boy,Rt. 6, -4Wren,
Story
1300
Thia--R
MaylieTd-;
Blanche N. Spiceland
Brown, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Bobbie L. Speer, Rt. 2, Rt. 8; Imogene M. NealO
Paris, Tenn.; Earnest 1104 Sycamore St.; Rubt
E. Neale, 302 South Fifti
Dwain Elkins, Rt.5.
J. C. Foy, Rt. 1, St.; William B. Milsteal
Mayfield; Annie F. (expired), Westview Nu}
Chester, Rt. 9, Benton; sing Home.
14-82

°garter Pound-Pero
Grovad Ilsof

Patties
14 IA lex

It calls for a monument
of polished black granite
and descending 10 feet into the ground. Two walls
are to meet in a wide V,
with the names of 57,692
war dead and 2,500 still
listed as missing chiseled
into the walls.
Some critics think the
"V" stands for the peace
sign that used to be flashed by antiwar protestors.
The National Review, a
conservative magazine,
said the design "immortalizes the antiwai
signal."

Transactions listed

— We Still lion
A Good Selection
Of Frosty-Acres
Frozen Vegetables

Unfinished Furniture 4
4
0

Lain how that could be
brought about.
Perot called the design
a "tombstone" and a
"trench" and said delay
would be preferable to
the erection of a monument abhorred by those it
is intended to honor.
"People feel like its a
slap in the face," he said
in a telephone_ginterview
from Dallas.
The design is avant
garde - a far cry from
the customary warriors'
monument of gleaming
marble.

I

Frosty Acres Cream Style

_
Country Ham Hocks A
Corner-Cabinets $1 39
I
to
lb.
'
79
Butts
$18995-$199" Curio Cabinets Whole Hog
$189"-$229" Sausage Patties
6 lb. Box $899
$89"
Deacon Bench $69"
200 Lb. To 275 Lb.
Twins commit suicidg
Sides of Choice Beef.
Solid Oak T-Cibles
wee
$OS

_Corn

48" Reg. Price $269.95 For
68" Reg. Price $349.95 For

.. 12-10 oz. ekg.

Goaranteed reader

$26995
$22995

Oak Chairs $69"
Oak Ladder Backs $2495-$2995
New Shipment - Ready To Finish

tIo Ckarge For Cawing, Wrapping

29
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Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HA/Ill.:cc!).
?OM 3n1

Phone 753- 160
NOV111;7:011 5:00 Mos.-Fri.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray "

LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Two 20-year-old idendeal t*Uns were -found
hanged in their home in
an apparent suicide pact,
a county sheriff's
spokesman says.
The bodies of Michael
and Marty Kimbrell were
discovered by their
mother in a bedroom of
their house in Whittier on
Sunday, Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Deputy
John Radeleffe said Monday.
The twins, both
unempluyed, had left

separate suicide notes eplaining that "they
sort of depressed over lk
in general," Radelefe
said

Hog market
Federal-State Marketing Ne113
January 12 INS
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog *kit
Report Includest Raying Stations
Receipts Art MS Est 700 Barrows ilta
211 lower Sows ender Mil .311-i NOwer
over 2411I N higher
1144 84 75
US I 2 DO-344 lbs
$435421
US 2 NO-2211bn
142 N3 71
US 2-3 DP 771 lbs
Sews
$1313131
—111 11 27U=lbs.
$34131 34
US 1-3 30421 as
131271 00
14 AWN IN
$3$-4131
..
US I -3 NUN NA .
111044 on
1-33-3315.
US
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Ladies Fashion
Wal-Mart
Discount City
Men's Western

Crew or V -Neck

Save Lip To

Thread

Hats

8.00'

Fashion
Fabrics

Sweaters

Asst. Styles

100% Polyester
White & Colors
200 Yds.

•
•
•

1-•

Twice
As
Fresh

Mountain View
Ali Purpose Scatter
-a
•

Fiskar Shears
*Stainless steel blades
*Custom molded handle
08,!! Length
*Dressmoker

Ladies Purses

Jobe's Plant
Food Spikes

24"x45"

Sit-On-Hamper
Floral Design
•For Bathroom Bedroom Nurst
*Sturdy, Hinged, Textured Cu...
Makes Comfortablo Sea*
'Won't Rust or Snag
'Ventilated Front & Back

4.97 To 6.64

Knife Set In
Wooden Block
04 Piece set of knives
in wooden block
•Keyaki wood handles
•No.ST-478
Reg. 14.88

.
.

•

Atari
Complete Video System
More Games-More Fun

139.88
•

.1`

L'Oreal
Ultra-Rich
Beauty Formula

Shampoo
16oz

1.09
2

721111111IMMUR

"If It Doesn't Say Fiskars
On The Blade, It Doesn't Say Much For Scissors"

Oily-Normol-Dry

Save A Space

Shoe Rack
'Holds8 Pair
*Fits Neatly Into Most ClOsets
•PerfectTor Shoes, Speakers

Recrdli Albums
•Ace Cannon
•The Kendals
•Georqe Jones
•The Oak Ridge Boys
And Many More

And Slippers

3.47
.

3-.47.

ADVERTISING POLICY — It is our intention to have all merctiandise in this ad in stock during the sale dates
are in
. tiewever--r.ince•most merchandise is overstocks and seasonal left-overs. and because many ferns
ise we will
nitrated supply we volt notassue rain checks tor this sale It you are dissatisfied with-any-merchand
1
gladly eractianue it or give you a refund Shop early while selections are best.
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Several methods can produce more energy-efficient fireplace
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By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A roaring fire doesn't
have to mean a soaring
heating bill.
You can enjoy the
benefits of a fireplace
without wasting energy if
you take a few simple
steps to save.
A consumer guide from
the Department of
Energy notes that under
normal circumstances, a
good-sized fire will burn
from 10 to 12 pounds of
wood an hour, giving off
about the same amount of
heat as the average furnace.
The problem is that 95
percent of the heat from
the fireplace is lost; it
doesn't warm the house.
Here's why:
Heat travels in three
ways — by radiation, conduction and convection.
Radiant heat from the
fire warms the surfaces
of a room like the walls
and the furniture. It does
not heat the air. Nearly
all of the useful heat from
an open fire comes in the
form of radiant energy
and warms only those objects in direct view of the
fire.
Conduction is the

transfer of heat through a ing up the chimney.
material or from one
Convective grates —
material to another. sometimes sold in comThrough conduction, the' bination with glass doors
fire will warm the wall — are designed to send
behind the fireplace; the the air heated by the fire
heat will be transferred back into the room inthrough the wall to the stead of letting it escape
outside.
up the chimney. The
Convection is the grates may rely on
transfer of heat by air natural convection or
movement. Since warm may include fans to cirair rises, most of the heat
from the fire will move,
by convection, up the
chimney. The upward
draft of air in the
chimney draws air from
the room where the
fireplace is located. If
By ANDY LANG
you leave the doors open,
AP Newdeatures
air from the rest of the
house will be drawn
Q. —Jam going to have
towards the fireplace as to put several dry wells
well. Most of the heat the on my property to take
fire produces will be used care of the rain water.
to warm the cold air it is Can you advise me of the
drawing towards it.
best way to do this? I
There are several ways have inquired at several
to make a fireplace more places and have received
energy efficient.
different answers.
Glass doors, with air inA. — The details of
takes at the bottom, con- making a dry well can
trol the flow of air from differ in many respects,
the room into the yet ail of them can be corfireplace. The doors also rect. Presumably, you
will block much of the ra- are talking about the rain
diant energy produced by water that exits from the
the fire, but they make up downspouts around your
for the loss by preventing house. Generally, it is imwarm room air from go- portant that each dry well

aboard the wild stock in
the rodeos. Instead, he
returns to his trailer
home to catch up on his
prize-winning crocheting
or embroidery.
"I can't keep up with
It," he drawls. "I sell
everything I make. I even
have it sold before I make
it. I've got three
tablecloths yet to make,
including this one here

that's 60 by 108 inches."
James H. Rose, 66, —
"Everybody just knows
me as 'Shorty" — is a
former rodeo bull rider,
coal miner, farmer,
railroad and dairy
worker whs. is now
employed at the Fairview
Sales Barn, where weekly
cattle auctions are held.
He says he doesn't see
anything unusual about
his hobby.

be at least 12 feet from
the house, but the container in which the water
is to flow can be of
various materials. One of
the simplest ways to do
this is to use an old metal
drum in which oil or some
other liquid had been
stored. Remove the top
from the drum, then drill
20 or 30 holes in the sides
of the drum, spread
around rather evenly.
Then make one large hole
in the drum about a foot
from the top rim into
which drain tile will fit.
Bury the drum in the
ground so that the top of it
is a few inches below the
surrounding surface.

--Q. — We are buying a
house that is 22 years old.
In the kitchen are blonde
kitchen cabinets that
need refinishing badly.
Can these be sanded and
stained a darker shade?
If not, is there anything
_we can use over the old
finish to darken the- - cabinets?
A. — You must remove
the old finish to get down
to the bare wood if you inLead. to- use stain. If you
can sand the old finish so
that the wood is perfectly
smooth, you can use
almost any kind of
pigmented finish. A dark
enamel would be fine.

Rex Dog 21% $695 so Lb.
Food 25% $795 50 Lb.
Purina High
60 Lb.
Protein
$1 399

Cattle Salt $211 $2°L.t.
Dical
$1 vo.
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Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —
1.Si% interest paid monthly
2. No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
ft's that simple and thatgood!

•_•

Six-Month

MONEY-MARKET CERTIFICATEL°21,

13.056 0/0
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LENDER

1201 Main, Murray, Ky.
759-1630
flame Office 1601 ifroodwav Phone 442-9171
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FLOOR PLAN
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FIRST
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•

THE SHAPE OF THIS VACATION HOUSE facilitates
heating from a wood-burning stove located on a raised hearth
in the living room, The slope of the living room ceiling allows
the heated air to rise and, through wood louvers, reach the
upper bedrooms. Plan HA1136H has 877 square feet on the
first floor and 455 on the second. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Homes
for Living, 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.

6 MANAGERS
SAVE TIME!

Increase Your Productivity With
Our Desktop Business Computer

To rwnove stains from
a wooden floor, rub the
stains with fine steel wool
dipped in turpentine.
Samuel Morse gave the
first public demonstration of the telegraph in
1838.

Copier on
the blink?

48K 2-Disk,
TS-8O
Model M

$2495

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!
I

BED RM
11 6%12 2'

cl

SECOND

7$34822

0
rupwow --

CI

(The techniques of us,
ing varnish, shellac, lacqjier
bleach,
stain, ete., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the
Home," which can be obtained by sending 50 cents
and a long, stamped
selfaddressed envelope to
KnowHow, P. 0. Box 477,
Huntington, NY 11743.
Questions of general interest will be answered in
the column, but individual correspondence

Suc
pp y Company

Tben you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

•••!

Q. — Some time ago
you answered somebody
who asked about finishing
fir plywood because, he
said, he stained and varnished it and the grain
showed through. I clipped
it but have lost the clip.
Can you repeat the information for me,as I am
sure a lot of other people
hay" the same trouble.
A. — Because fir
plywood. has what is
known as a wild grain, it
must first be sealed with
a special sealer made
especially for that purpose. There are two kinds
of such a sealer. One is
for fir plywood which will
be given a clear finish,
the other is for fir
plywood which will be
painted. Get the appropriate kind and follow
the directions on the container.

Pi KEN

au,

Consumer Informati
Center, Dept. 172
Pueblo, Colo.,81009.

41
11 O•1111
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phlet, "What About
Fireplaces?," costs $2.25
and is available from the

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Don't Be
Out On A Limb
This Cold Winter Season
Be Prepared
With
HEAT
TAPE,
HEAT
BULBS
and
PORTABLE
HEATERS

Sweet Calf Feed 6
— v0 Lb.
Cattle Block $352$200?.?

cal;

To decide whether you calculations and includes
can save money by using worksheets and charts
your fireplace, you will you can use. The pamhave to take into account
factors like the price of
conventional fuel versus
firewood and the cost of
fireplace improvements.
A fireplace information
guide issued by the
Department of Energy
explains how to make the

Here's the Answer

Ex-bull _rider crochets as hobby
FAIRVIEW, Okla.
(API — Shorty Rose is all
cowboy, from the battered belt hat that shades
the frizzled, bronzed face
to the well-worn, pointytoed boots that shuffle
through The dust of this
norfhwedirir Oklahoma
town.
But in the evening he
doesn't go honky-tonking
or swap lies with other
men who once bounced

culate the air.
When the fireplace is
not in use, it should be
sealed off. Most
fireplaces include a
damper to prevent air
loss. Make sure the
damper is not cracked,
warped or chipped and
always keep it closed
when you do not have a
fire going.

Our Most
Affordable
Business
•
Computer for ...
• Financial
Planning • Electronic Filing
• Forecasting
• Word Processing
And Mailing Lists
(Optional Printer)
• investments and
Personal Finance

The Model III is the ideal computer to
save time and money,and to organize the
jobs every manager faces daily. Come
n today for a demonstration of our
outstanding Model EH management
software.
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Radio thaek
A DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION
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The Begley Senior Citizens Plan gives a 10% discount of
everyday prescription prices. Any person 60 and oilier is
eligible for the Begley Senior Citizens Savings Plan. Stop by
Begley's fill out an application and start saving today,
our

•.
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Central Shopping Center Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-4025
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MINT

-

L'OREAL

Nail Polish

Andes

Halls

Cough Drops

Candy

Mentho- Lyptua, Cherry,
Honey-Lemon, Ice Blue
beg of 30

All shades of Cremes and Perles
5 oz

•

39
ud

V.
Hunt's

Tomato
Juice
46 oz.
-

Vaseline

Dermatology Formula
:AC

Off the vine,
into a can.

vicks
Nyquil

Enjoy Hunt's tomatoes,
now in a juice.

This exclusive formula has been dermatologically
tested to prove the effectiveness in helping to
heal severe cases of dry *in
5.5 oz.

•

Nighttime cold medicine
Relieves major cold and flu symptoms
The "so you can rearmedicine
6 oz.

Ultra Brite

Toothpaste
Get yourself noticed with
a sparkling gleaming smite

6 oz.

Facial Tissues
Treat yourself to soft tender caresses
with a box of 100 white Kleenex Tissues.

Begley Products

••.1

PH

Save Money with
Quality Guaranteed

,
•
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Laundry
Detergent
64 oz

Begley's

A heavy duty liquid
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oor, rub the
ne steel wool
pentine.

Skip So Card Game
By the makers

$299

Vitamin C

detergent that cleans,

250m.
Bottle of 100

softens, and controls static
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Calloway rallies, but falls 56-54

McMillen,Tigers deny Laker comeback

ALL CLEAR — Murray center Jim West (41) shows no foul intentions
when Calloway County forward Dan Key (23) lays claim to this rebound.
The Tigers narrowly edged the Laker hosts,56-54, Monday night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
have been necessary
Sports Editor
after viewing the first
A near-capacity crowd half performande of the
of over 2,500 witnessed Tiger shooters.
Monday's classic revival
Forward Rookie Pace
of the Murray High- (10 total points, 13 reCalloway County rivalry bounds) scored the
at the Lakers' Jeffrey game's first two points
Gym.
with only three seconds
The Murray Tigers expired and the Tigers
escaped with a 56-54 climbed to an 8-2 lead
scraper that saw MHS before CCHS1 Keith
lead by as much as 16 Lovett and Dan Key could
points in the third period find the bucket.
(40-24) only to lose their
Lovett and Key turned
advantage and hang on in 17 and 16 total points
desperately during a for the losers and helped
fierce fourth quarter cut the Tigers' advantage
Laker rally.
to 10-8 before Pace exFans would be hard- ploded with a pair of corpressed to find a more ner bombs.
evenly matched high
Cary Miller's blackschool basketball dual as clad cagers out-scored
both teams committed 18 the hosts, 10-5 in the first
fouls, both shot 45 percent four minutes of the sefrom the field, both hit 10 cond period and possessfree throws and both had ed a 35-24 margin at the
equal chances to pull off a break after David Mcvictory in the final Cuiston chalked up six of
period,
his eight total points in
Guard David McMillen, the final 1:54 of the
playing with four fouls in period.
the final frame, became
Miller said his team
the Lakers' nemesis came out -too tentative,
down the stretch as he hit too conservative in the sesix of seven free throws to cond half and we let them
clinch the Tiger win.
come back on us. The difFew would have ference in the ballgame,
thought his heroics would though, was the way McCuiston and (Al) Wells
came off the bench and
did good jobs for us."
McCuiston, with his

added.
Calloway County began
to press in the second half
collecting turnovers in
droves while Murray
refused to turn loose of its
2-1-2 zone defense until it
was almost too late.
Lovett found the basket
twice after the Tigers had
racked up their biggest
lead at) with five
minutes left in the third
period. However he ran
into foul trouble and was
sidelined late in the third
quarter along with Tiger
center Jim West, who
was limited to only nine
points for the night.
"Without Jimmy
(West) in there it kind of
hurt us some, but we had
confidence in the guys we
replaced him with and
they (CCHS) were hurting too without Lovett,"
Miller pointed out.
The Lakers took advantage of the Tigers' second half conservatism
and rode the tenacious
play of guard Craig

Darnell and forward Jeff
Garrison to within two
points of the Tigers (4648) with six minutes left.
Murray kept coughing
up the ball to Calloway's
relentless press in the
game's closing minutes.
"Murray only got six
shots in the last quarter,
that's how effective our
press was," chided Nute.
But the final shot for the
Lakers wouldn't fall.
Calloway couldn't quite
catch the Tigers, never
leading during the game,
but until the final buzzer
the game was still up for
grabs.
"I really thought that
last shot went in, I really
did," said Nute when
Lovett received a bounce
pass in the lane from Key
and flipped a desperation
layup at the rim.
Tiger Stuart Alexander
came down with the rebound though, leaving
CCHS with its fourth loss
to six wins when the
buzzer sounded three

secondslater.
The victory advanced
MHS' win streak to eight
consecutive. The Tigers
haven't lost since their
second game of the
season, Dec. 4.
"The rivalry between
Murray and Calloway has
always been good ... and
very vocal," said Miller
"We're happy to be wircning and we'll see if we can
keep it going."
CCHS remains at home
tonight when the Lakers
play host to Sedalia in
junior varsity and varsity
boys matchups beginning
at 6:30. The Tigers have
until Friday night before
they see action again
when they host Mayfield,
the last team to beat the
Tigers this season.
MURRAY HIGH(54)
West 41-I 9, Alexander 4 1-39; Pace 5
0-1 10, McMillen 1 6.79; Wells 40.1 0;
McCuiston 32-2 8; Duffy 2 0-0 4; Boggess 90-1 0.
Totals— 23 10.14.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (94)
Miller 03-2 2; Tebbetts 20-0 4; Key 01 111; Lovett 73-3 17; Garrtson 2 54 9,
Darnell 4841.
Totals 2210.11.

Court action stuns NCAA convention trobwefhooreatstshtead.f,wainthd
HOUSTON (AP) —
Football television rights,
the subject of a court action sprung on a startled
NCAA convention by
Texas, remained the No.
1 issue as more than 1,200
delegates settled back into their seats.
Delegates adjourned
Monday's opening session thinking the key
television proposals, Nos.
45, 46 and 47 on the convention agenda, would
not be dealt with because
of a restraining order obtained by Texas and served late Monday morning.
The order enjoined the
convention from discussing or voting on the foot-

ball television proposals
because the University of
Texas has a suit pending
in state court in Austin
challenging the NCAA's
.
controls.
But NCAA attorneys
scrambled to state
themselves, and by 5:15
p.m. had persuaded a second state judge to
vacate the order.
In another development Monday, Wichita
State received its sixth
public NCAA penalty,the
days at NCAA conventions," said another.
most in collegiate
history. Given a threeyear probation, the 16thranted Shockers are bar-

red from past-season
tournaments this season
and next and allowed only
14 basketball scholarships, one fewer than
otherwise permitted, the
next two years.
Besides the television
proposals, which are expected to be decided in
the NCAA's favor,
delegates will decide on a
variety of important
issues before the threeday meeting concludes
Wednesday.
These include rules to
allow coaches to conduct
tryouts for high school
prospects: to let a player
sell four complimentary
tickets to each home

game at face value, but
not to sell them back to
their school; to empower
the Infractions Committee to fine rule-breaking
schools as much as
$50,000; and to let players
whose schools are barred
from post-season play for
the remainder_ of_ their
ellbtbility to transfer
without sitting out a year.
The Texas action took
the convention by complete surprise and
angered many NCAA
supporters among the 753
member schools. NCAA
executive director Walter
Byers and other Association officers were served
with the order.
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160z.
Pius Deposit

39
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'SAVE

the board domination
(eight rebounds, eight
points), were part of the
balanced Tiger attack
that produced six players
with eight or more points.
The Tigers controlled
the boards with a lopsided 42-24 rebound advantage and they controlled the tempo in the
first half with better than
50 percent shooting from
the field (over 60 percent
in the first period).
"We got too far down
because of their good
shooting in the first half,"
explained Laker coach
Chic Nute, who said he
was disappointed in the
loss, but not in the way
his team came roaring
back in the second half.
"Nobody's ever pleased with a loss, but I was
pleased with the heart
our players showed late
in the game. Our fan support was very important
too. The fans helped us
make our comeback," he

GIMME THAT — Laker Jeff Garrison (33) wants it, but Tiger Stuart
Alexander (25) has it securely in his grasp — the ball, that is. Alexander
snagged the final rebound of the game that clinched a Murray victory at
Calloway County Monday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray Tigers crack AP top 20 poll,
North Hardin, 13-1, claims No.1 slot
By CHARLES WOLFE
finished four points ahead 8-2, bounced back with a
Associated Press Writer of Lexington Bryan Sta- 70-51 clubbing of Estill
LEXINGTON, Ky. tion, which received two. County.
( AP) — Unbeaten Clinton
The Defenders improvHenry Clay, which also
County downed four foes ed to 11-1 with a 75-42 rout lost an 83-73 decision to
in a busy week and crack- of Boone County and re- Rowan County, dropped
ed the top 20 in this mained No. 2. Third- from fourth to eighth at
week's Associated Press ranked Virgie, 10-2, also 11-6.
boys' high school basket- held ground.
The remaining firstball poll.
Elsewhere, Louisville
The Bulldogs ran their Male pounded Jeffer- place vote went to Carlistreak to 14-0 with vic- sontown 61-50 and sle County, 14-1, which
tories of 93-38 over Louisville Iroquois 76-46 moved from 12th to ninth
Russell County, 67-42 and jumped from sixth to by whipping Hickman
County 51-37 and despite
over Danville, 70-67 over fourth at 7-1.
a
55-54 loss to Lowes. '
Pulaski County and 49-40
Also climbing was No.5
over Monticello and were Shelby County, *hid)
Owensboro, li.1, reaccorded the No. 17 rank- edged Lexington Henry
106
-7gith three
ing by sportswriters and Clay 58-56 and bombed- vittoriet,-*Taing-114broadcasters.
Frankfort Western Hills 4 7 decision over
Other newcomers to the 68-37. The Rockets, 9-1._ Owensboro_ Catholic_
standings were No. 19 were eighth a week ago.
Rowan County, 10-2,
Lowes, 8-2, and No. 20
Boyd County romped again was 11th. The vicMurray, 8-2. Balloting on Ashland Holy Family tory over Henry Clay offwas conducted prior to 80-58 and moved up a set the Vikings' 68-61 loss
Monday games.
notch to No.6 at 12-1.
to Morgan County.
North Hardin, a 63-46
Lexington Catholic _ • Paducah Tilghman, 10winner over West Hardin, turned in a shocking, 57- 3, bombed Paducah St.
remained atop the 35 rout of Laurel County Mary 63-46, but dropped
ratings at 13-1. The Tro- and dropped the Car- three spots to 12th.
jans earned six of nine dinals from fifth to
Mason County, 9-0,
first-olace ballots and seventh. Laurel County, scorched Deming 71-37
loa••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••411
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and defeated Montgomery County twice —
58-47 and 79-47 — to inch
up a notch to No. 13.
Grayson County, 13-1,
vaulted from 18th to 14th
despite a 58-51 loss to No.
15 Elizabethtown, 7-1.
Elizabethtown moved up
one spot.
Ashland nipped Bath
County 58-56 and belted
Hazard 70-60, but the
Tomcats were bumped to
16th at 9-4.
The big loser lirthe
ratings was Fort Thanks
Highlands, which surviv-ed— a 26-24 slowdown
against Covington
Holmes before losing a
73-65 decision to Conner.
The Bluebirds, 13th last
week,fell to 18th at 9-2.
Lowes and Murray, a
77-61 winner over Wingo,
replaced Louisville
Manual and Pulaski
County, respectively.
Also bowing out was
Ballard Memorial, which
was 17th last week.

It hasn't been in
Murray for 20 yrs.
but...
its coming back
•
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. Lady Tiger zones throttle CCHS scoring threat
By JOHN SALERNO---of 51 shots from the field
and held Calloway to nine
Sports Writer
field
goals in 49 attempts
Murray High's Lady
-Our defense is what
Tigers shot almost 50 permade the difference,"
cent from the field and
Rick Fisher said
coach
employed a variety of
after the game. -That's
strong zone defenses to
the third time this year
shut off the Lady Lakers
we shut people out for an
earning a lopsided 48-26
entire quarter. If you can
yictory Monday night at
do that, you know you'reCalloway County.
doing something right."
The Lady Tigers' rigid
Evidently, the team is
zone set the tone early, as doing many things right
'Calloway was held as it racked up its sixth
scoreless in the first straight opponent,
quarter and Murray went pushing its overall record
on top 14-0. The early lead to 7-1.
was too much to overLady Laker coach
come for the 3-4 Lady Gloria Friedgen agreed
Lakers, as Murray hit 21 the game's key factors

were Murray's 1-3-1 and
2-1-2 zones. "With the
pressuranSIde, we ended
up playing catch on the
outside," she said. ''We
had the opportunities but
we were just not looking
inside. We were a little intimidated,I'm afraid."
The into
was
Murray center Kim
Tharpe who, as the
pivotal point of the zone,
claimed 10 rebounds and
batted away four Lady
Laker shots to maintain
her 4-5 blocks a game
average. In addition, she
had seven field goals for
14 points, second only to

forward Monica Greene
1151 among Lady Tiger
scorers.
Cailoway center
Rachel Lamb led all
scorers with 17 points, but
no other Lady Laker contributed more than five
points. Friedgen spoke
about her game plan:
"We thought we could get
Tharpe in trouble if we
could get the ball to
Rachel. . . Kim Tharpe
played an excellent game
ins*. Then we tried to
deny her the ball and we
couldn't. She worked
hard for the ball and she
can jump right out of the
gym

Winter
baseball
draft starts
NEW YORK (AP) The Toronto Blue Jays
had the No.1 pick in
baseball's winter free
agent draft, but they
weren't exactly jumping
for joy aboutit.
"We're not overly excited about the quality of
this draft. There aren't a
great number of prime
prospects," team
spo4 esman Howard
Starkman said on the eve
of today's draft.
"We're happy to have
the No.1 pick," said
Starknian, "but it's not
the same as having No.1
iii June," when most proFUMBLE - Lady Laker Dana Hoke (on knees) grabs for a loose ball while
minent players are
teammate Rachel Lamb (right) tries to lend a hand during varsity girls acdrafted.
tion between the Lady Tigers and host Calloway County.
He said Monday that
Staff photo by Jim Rector
the Blue Jays hEd not yet
decided who would be
their first choice.
The 26 major league
teams were to begin the
draft at 12:30 p.m. EST
via telephone hookup
15 Warren East
10-2
51
16. Webster Co
13-2
50
with Commissioner
17. Barren Co
8-2
44
Bowie Kuhn's office in
18-Rowan Co
9-1
33
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1API
Hergere
19
II
Todd
Co
Cent
9-0
36
New York.
the ranked teams in Kentucky girls'
20 Casey Co
6-2
21
high school basketball, with first-place
Also receiving votes
The winter draft
Allen Co,
votes in parentheses. records and total
Ashland. Auburn, Boyle Co. Lou Butter,
generally involves junior The Top Twenty teams in The points.
Clark Co, Cumberland, East Carter,
Associated Press' college basketball
L BgeseCol 5
13-0 195
Lou Eastern, Lone Oak, Marion Co,
college players, players_ potl,
with first-place votes in paren2.MarshallCoi4i
171
8-1
Monticello, Ohio Co. Pendleton Co,
who have withdrawn theses, this seasos record and total
Skollapflis
WI 171
Russell, West Hopkins, Whitley Co
points Points based on 20-19-18-17-16-154. Laurel Co
10-2 118
from four-year collegial 14-13-1241-10-94-74-5-4-3-24
5. 1401(1111pAcad
124 102
Borg
12-0 1,179
and January high school-- 1. North Carohna $.I
6. Lou Moore
74
92
Bullitt East 89, Ft Knox 55
3. Missouri (1
11-0 1,070
7. Elizabethtown
10-0
91
Murray 56, Calloway Co $4
graduates. Summer 3.
Virginia
12-1
1.062
IL Len Henry Clay.
77
9-1
Williamsburg 41, Wynn,Tenn.39
12-1 951
draftees usually come out- 4. DePaul
9. Corbin
75
11-4
Girls
5 Iowa
10-1 883
10 Belfry
69
8-0
North Bullitt 54. Nelson Co 43
of high schools or four- 6. Kentucky
9-2 808
11 Franklin Co
10-1
56
Bullitt East 50, Ft Knox 43
7. San Francisco
year colleges.
13-1 755
12. Warren Centr•1
10-2
54
Bardstown 51, Bardstown Beth 36
8. Georgetown. DC
13-2 690
13 Fkft West. Hills
6-2
53
Murray 48, Calloway Co/6
Although more big 9.
Arkansas
10-1 666
14. Murray
.6-1
52
Warren East 61, Auburn 44
-11-I 580
names have been drafted - 10. Houston
11. Minnesota
9-2 5-49
in the summer,the winter 12.
North Carolina St
13-1 536
- selection has included 13. Alabama
11-1 454
14. Idaho
13-0 405
Cincinnati pitcher Tom _15
The following
Oregon St.
10-2 321
11-3 314
Seaver, Oakland pitcher 16. Wichita St
tf. Louisville
10-3 272
Mike Norris, New York 18
Tulsa
10-2 271
Yankees pitcher Dave 19. Texas
10-0 110
I0-1 100
Righetti and Chicago 20. Virginia Tech
White Sox catcher
Carlton Fisk.
will he offered ley
The draft will be conMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
ducted in a regular phase
plus a secondary phase
for the
for players eeviously_
Spring 1982 Semester
XINGTDOrY7TAPI--Fiere
draitic[51it not signed. - ,14•6LEranked
learns in Kentucky boys'
-'The • first two rounds of high school basketball. with first-place
votes in parentheses, records and tot..
the regular phase were to points.
be held today,, the re- 1 North Hardin 6 13-1 158
RES 132-REAL ESTATE PRINCIPLES
2. Len Bryan Station 121 111154
mainder Wednesday.
3. Virgie 10-2120
Two courses offered, One Wednesday evenings Inn 6 to 9 p.m.
4. Lou Male 7-1 134
Taught by Bill Rayburn in Room 453, fleshless Building. The secud
5. Shelby Co 9-1 121
6. Boyd al 13-1 116
se Tuesday and Thursday mornings from 8 to 915 a.m. Taught by Dr.
7. Laurel Co 8-2 112
S. Len Henry Clay 11-6 103
Ramon Griffin Room 453. Business Building.

Sports at a glance

College
basketball poll

Girls

REAL ESTATE
COURSES

Prep polls
Boys
•

Racer Club
meeting set
Wednesday

-

9. Carlisle Co (11 14-1 103
- 10. Owensboro 11-1 63
11 Rowan Co 10-2 79
12. Pad Tilghman 10-375
13. Mason Co 9-0 54
14. Grayson Co 13-147
IS Elizabethtown 7-1 46
16. Ashland 10-432
17. Clinton Co 14-030
II Ft Thos Highlands 9-234
19 Lowes 3-2 18
20. Murray 8-217
Also receiving votes: Ballard
Memorial, Caldwell Co, Calloway Co,

The second meeting of
the basketball Racer
Club will be held Wednesday at noon at the Golden
Corral Restaurant.
MurTiy Siale
heail-cleY
Ash Fairview,
Franklin Co. 1'4"a*.
Franklin
co."
"F "9""r
coach Ron Greene and Co, Harrodsburg, Henderson Co,
Hughes-Kirk, I.ou Iroquois, Lex
staff members will be Catholic, Livingston Central, Marshall
present to discuss the Co, Lou Manual, Mayfield, M C
Napier, Middlesboro. Pulaski Co, Lou
Racer program and their St
Xavier, Sedalia. Lou Southern, Union
Co
season.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

, '79 Mercury
,Colony Perk itatienlif
Approx. 33,000 miles, V-8
power steering, pocver brakes, ale/ cruise
control, power windows, AM-FM, tape
w/C.13., roof rock, extra nice cor.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617
GIZNCRAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

641 S.
Murray

RES 134-REAL ESTATE MARKETING
Offered Noahy eveeiets la Priecetou, By Cootact Sam Steter at
362-2861 ie Priikelm for details.

RES 1 36-REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL
Two courses tittered One Wednesday evenings from 6 to 9 p.a.
Taught by loho Neubauer Room 306, Business Ilnilliag. Snood is
Tuesday moms in Princeton By Contact Sam Steger at 362-2861

After the one-sided
Opening quarter,
Calloway's Dana Hoke
broke the ice for the Lady
Lakers with a foul shot
with 6:31 to go in the half.
Her team followed with
six points in the remainder of the second
quarter butibby then Murray had 'moved out to an
insurmountable 28-7 lead.
The Lady Tigers held a
slight edge on the boards,
taking down 37 rebounds
to Calloway's 35. Lady
Laker forward Patty
Doyle claimed honors in
that department with 14
caroms. Teammates
Lamb and Mimi Todd had
seven and six respectively. Greene had nine rebounds for Murray and
Dianna Ridley had six.
Murray's girls take on
Paducah Tilghman
tonight before returning
home Thursday night
against Marshall County,
which is ranked in the top
five in several state polls.
Tonight's junior varsity
game starts at 6:30 p.m.
to be followed by the varsity contest at 8.
Friedgen, whose squad
was defeated 69-39 by the
Marshals earlier this
season, said she believes
the Lady Lakers will be a
match for the highlytouted team from the
neighboring county.
And Lady Tiger coach
Fisher said he is confident of his squad's ability
to bring it all together.
"We have the height and
good outside shooting. I
think we have a good ball
club. If we go out and
play our game, we'll be in
ajot of games.
Calloway's next game
is Thursday at home
against Ballard at 8.
MURRAY 1441
Jones 1 60 2: Schanbacher 1 1-2 3;
Tharpe 7 0-0 14: Rousse 5 0-0 10; Ridley 1
0-02, Greene 6 3-4 IS. Thompson 061 0;
S.ift 0 2-22.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (311)
Overbey 00-0 0; Hoke 2 1-20; Doyle 0
1-6 - 1. Lamb 6 5-8 17; Todd 9840;
Houghton 0 1-2 I. Herndon 1 61 2; Tress
0040.

FLYING BY - Murray's Velvet Jones(11) avoids an eagle-like Lady
Laker
during Monday's district rivalry at Calloway County. The Lady
Tigers
prevailed,48-26,in the crosstown showdown.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Effective Now!

The New
High Yield,lax-Deferred
1•

.A

Individual RetTre-Meni -Account

We Pay The Highest Rates Allowed
* You may have on I.R.A. if you have
any earned working income
* You may have an I.R.A. ev,en if you
already have another retirement plan
* You may have an I.R.A. at Security Federal
regardless of where you now bank
SINGLE!WORKING

MARRIED/BOTH SPOUSES WORKING

Contribute a maximum of
$2,000 or 100% crfearneci
come, whichever is less

each Apouse may contribute a maximum of $2,000
100% of their earned tuncome,'whiChever is les 5

MARRIED/ONE SPOUSE WORKING

II Mitten IN Walls

Contribute a maximum of $2.250 or 100% of corned
income, whichever is less sPlit-between two accounts

Nettttecoccountintax.enceed $2.000.

RES 220-CONSTRUCTION AND BLUEPRINTS
Offered Tuesday motets hue St.9 pa. Tagil by if: Ramos Crittit Ian I52, Weiss hilt*.

Deposit as often as you like up to maximum allowed

RES 2•4111AL ESTATE LAW
Offered Weleesday eniiits trim 611 9 p.m. buil by Ir. Result
Weld. hoe 412, lusiuss

I.R.A. CONTRIBUTIONS ARE FULLY DEDUCTABLE
FROM GROSS INCOME UP TO MAXIMUM ALLOWED
CALL US FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AT 759-1234

REGISTRATION BEGINS
Monday, January 11
CLASSES START
, Weilseslay, Joavary 13
Part time evehiug stands may register henry 13, 14, 18 or 13
between 5 and 1 P III Oa the upper level of the University tester
For Additional Information, Contact
DR. RAMON GRIFFIN
Department of Management and Marketing

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
Aril Colo 502-162-11146

Murray, KT 42011

MINIMUM DEPOSIT ONLY $400

Your deposits
are insured up to
$100,000 by FDIC

Security Federal
Savings& Loan
Asso.
1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
"Your Future Is Important To Us."
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Substantial interest penalty on I R A deposits tor withdrawn, prior
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Americans paying debts •
By The Associated Press
Hunt pointed to other
Americans were economic indicators —
cautious in taking on new such as orders for
debt ni November,opting manufaetured durable
instead to pay off °MAIN goods — that have been
at a record pace, the showing more strength
government says.
recently. "In spite of the
Consumers added only (debt) number,the reces$342 million to their in- sion is still winding
stallment debt load in down," he said.
November, the smallest
Meanwhile, crucial
increase since outstan- contract talks between
ding consumer credit fell Ford M4otor Co. and
$1.2 billion in July 1980, General Motors Corp.
the Federal Reserve opened Monday in
Board reported Monday. Detroit, with the
Outstanding installment automakers demanding
debt grew by an adjusted concessions they believe
41.01 billion in October.
are essential to the in: The November figure dustry's survival.
:was"a reaffirmation that
In other developments
_there Eas_a cignifirmat -Monday:
recession in the fourth
— The Oil, Chemical
'quarter" of 1981, said and Atomic Workers
Lacy Hunt, chief union, representing 55,000
economist with Fidelity oil refinery workers,
Bank in Philadelphia.
agreed to a new two-year
The Fed report covers contract with Gulf Oil
relatively short-term Corp. The pact includes a
dellts, including bank 16 percent pay raise and
credit cards, department improvements in other
store charge cards, benefits, but ,a no-layoff
travel cards and loans provision the union had
such as those financing wanted was not included.
the purchase of cars. It "We expect this to set a
does ; not include long- pattern for the industry,"
term debts such as home said union spokesman
loans.
Jerry Archuleta.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
Basnan
1 Wedding
4 Auto style
Answer is Moseley's Puzzle
words
5 Summed up
4 A continent:
6 Carthdian city OUU UU OUUUU
UUWOUU =MOW
Abbr.
7 Either's
6 Sum
UU UMUUMO MU
partner
.11 Tenacious
8 Trial
UM MUM UOMU
13 Salem's state 9 Once more
=CU UMW UUU
15 Color for a GI 10 Parcel of
UWOOU OUUU UU
16 More unusual
end
UUUU MUM
18 Surfeit
12 Proceed
MU OUCIU UUOUU
19 Base
14 Compass pl.
13U121 UUUD MUG
21 Danish Island 17 Discard
MOU UUUU UCI
22 Scale note
cletidess
UM OUUUUMU BC
23 Tearing
20 Contorted
UUUUUU UUCOUU
26 Recent
24 Jaci5b's
COMO ULI CUE
29 Prohibitionbrother
ists
25 Tibetan
31 Cease
gazelle
42 Mend with
54 Hold on
33 Xenon
27 Way out
cotton
property
28 Movies
I44 Greek letter .55 Mine vein
34 Diphthong
29 Tropical fruit 46 Cancel
56 Pianissimo
35 Succor
30 Disturbance 48 Lavished
Abbr.
38 Crew
32 Bow of a
fondness
57 Bitter vetch
itter
-Tieier
VOSS61
49 Musical
59 Sun god
ifiCyprinoid
36 Doctrine
drama
62 Printer's
hsh
37 Most
51 Sicilian
measure
40 Go—see
profound
vOIC800
64 Conjunction
41 Employed
43 Chooses
45 Greek letter
47 Leas
50 Compass pt
52 Support
53 Ailing
56 Shut up
58 Go in
60 Zeus's
beloved
61 Dried plums
63 Expunged
65 Incline
66 Yes, in
Moscow
67 — at a time
DOWN
1 Sacred

=ape
2 Extinct bird
3 King of

t As expected, seven
U.S. steelmakers filed a
wore of unfair trade suits
against European steel
companies. The suits accuse foreign producers of
dumlng — selling steel
in America at prices
below the cost of ptoduction — and of using
government subsidies to
.illegally reduce many of
those prices.
— President Reagan
left Republican congressional leaders uncertain
about whether he will call
for increased taxes.
Reagan has looked ,to
spending cuts for
slashing the bulging
federal deficit, but some
economists and congressmen say tax hikes
also are unavoidable if
the shortfall is to be
lowered.
The auto contract talks
are taking place amid the
worst industry slump it:
half a century.

Patients released

HOSPITAL WEDDING—Despite painful injuries from an
auto accident,
Dan Klein wasn't about to miss his wedding date with
Laura Langland.
Father Terrence Stewart administers the vows. Klein
was hospitalized after
an accident following the wedding rehearsal in which his
best man lost control
of the car and struck two trees before coming to a stop.
(AP Laserphoto I

Echoes from the post

Families in Land Between the Lakes area researched
By Judy Maupin
In about 1800, two of
I have been working,on three brothers, Thomas
and off, for about 10 years and John Futrell,came to
on a biographical history westen Kentucky and
of the people who lived in Tennessee from North
that area now known as Carolina. Th!ir third
Land Between the Lakes. brother, Benjamin,
Coming as I did from a evidently settled
small family, the idea of elsewhere, probably
everyone being kin to Georgia.
everyone else in,a cent&
Thomas and Jahn
area fascinated me; and _Futrell had large
this is the case with that families, as was typical
section that lies between of that. time period, and
the Tennessee. and each of their children furCumberland Rivers.
ther multiplied. In the
About six months ago, process, they married inHazel Shaw and I decided to virtually every family
to take one family, in this in ,,,the area. In some
case the Futrells, and cases, they married into
trace each branch just as the same family doubly
far as possible, in order to and triply, multiplying
see how many other tbe bonds of kinship.
families it • would touch.
At last Hazel and I feel
T-he- results were, to me, that we have done &fairly
extensive job of catalogmind-boggling.

wilimm 'amass
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DO YOU THINK
IT'S SAFE TO
HAVE THE MEN
SCALE THAT •
CLIFF, SiRF

I WON'T TELL
A SOUL. -

Q 11112 uremia nolure S,ndcaln Inc

(I NEVER ASK MV
MEN TO 00 ANY-n41,4G
THAT I WOULDN'TASK
Ai-DE-TO-De=

You GET EVERYTHING
STRAIGHTENED OUT
WITH THE BANK?

13.0Y-TOLD445
TO warm OUT FOR
BLACK CAT5

TAKE MSIU
WITH ME,
TA LA 7

of the family on one piece
of paper. But this is one
project that will have to
remain in the realm of
impossibility.
It was a very interesting exercise,
though, especially after!
got to the Vinson line, by
way of the Calhouns, and
found that!could even inelude my own family,
through marriage.
Although this family
tree was originally done
more out of curiosity than
anything else, as we talked about it to others, they
wanted a copy of the final
results.
If anyone reading this
column would also like a
copy,drop me a note at P.
0. Box 954, and I will get
one-printed. I am not going to mass-produce this

ty.
Miss Montgomery also
received 0 $1,000 wardrobe from a departmentstore chain, a ladies diamond watch and 10-inch
silver bowl. Her expenses,
to the national program
will also be paid by the
Kentucky pageant. •
The -1st runnerup was
Frances Elaine Roberts,
daughter of Lon E. and
Frances P. Roberts of
Mt. Sterling. The Mon-

92-page volume, but will
If anyone can help Mrs.
do it on a single order Padgett with her search,
basis, at $10 a copy, I know she will apwhich is what it costs me preciate it.
to have it copied.
I received a few ,inI received a letter from quiries about the book
Roberta Padgett, 313 written by Ken McCutJuniper Drive, chan that I excerpted
from a couple of weeks
Frankfort,last week.
ago.
She has been_working
Since 'then, I tried to
on the Daniel Young
contact Ken to see if the
family for some time. He
books were still available
died about 1811 in
and learned that he has
Caldwell County, but she
an unlisted number in
believes that he may
Evansville.
have descendants in
However, I did learn
Calloway County.
that he can be contacted
One daughter, Eunity, at the Old Vanderburgh
born 1800, married John County Courthouse
Craig, Jr., of Trigg Coun- Center, where he does
ty. A son, Daiel, born volunteer work. So if any
1806, married Marcila In- reader wants to contact
gram, and a daughter, hiLt, try writing_to him at
Betsyr-inarried
-I hal address in
Brooks in 1810.
Evansville.

tgomery County High 'and Tillie i3eaven of
— Kathleen Dant
School senior won a $1,000 Lebanon.
Cheshire, daughter of
cash scholarship and
— Yulanda Anntrunette Gene and Martha
several scholarship of- Crawley, daughter
of Cheshire of Pulaski Connfers, including $1,200 Bobbie E. and Charlotte ty of Somerest, a student
from Western Kentucky. S. Crawley of south Hat-- iitTomerset High.
She also was presented din County, a student of
with a ladies watch and 8- Elizabethtown High.
— Leslie Dawn
inch silver bowl.
— Kimberly Ann McBrayer of Rowan
In addition to the win- Grigsby of Scott County, County, daughter-of Jack
ner and 1st runnerup, the daughter of Larry and
and George Ann
other finalists were:
Susie Hanks of McBrayer of Morehead.
— Jane Elizabeth Georgetown, a student at Attends University
Beaven of Marion County Scott County High.
Breckinridge High.
High, the daughter of Hill

QAMCC,COOF.CrefOodOunew

WHAT ARE FRiEl4D5
FOR IF YOU CAN'T
FORGET THEM?

CAN YOU
KEEP A
SECRET?

ing this family. When we
stowed work, we found
that we had not only
diagrammed the Futrell
family, but also.- the
Outland, Thomas,
Bridges, Calhoun, Griffin, Shaw, Rushing and
Downs families, and
many others.
I had originally wanted
to diagram on a large
(very large!) sheet of
paper this family, in
order to get a graphic
view of all its many hundreds of members. As
close as I could come with
this project, however,
was to diagram various
branches on 2x3 foot
sheets of paper.
Possibly if r could
paper the lobby wall of
Pogue 1rary and start
at the top, I might getall

Kentucky Junior Miss named, will advance to nationals

WWW WW WWWWW
BOWLING - GREEN, Pageant in Mobile, Ala.
MMEMEM MEMMEW Ky.
(AP) — Cathy Anne this spring.
WE MENEM MEER Montgomery
of SlielbyShe received a $2,000
MEW WEEE WE
County has been crowned cash scholorship from the
WWEEEMW WWW Kentucky's Junior Miss Junior Miss program,
WM=
MIMI WE in ceremonies at Western plus 15 scholarship offers
University.
from various college and
WM WWW MEM WE KentuckyMontgomery,
Miss
universities in Kentucky
the
ME WINN
WM= daughter of David and and
elsewhere. They inMEW WEEMMEM
Charlotte Montgomery, clude a $500 offer from
WW WEEM WWW was also 2nd runnerup in Murray State,$4,000 from
MIMI MENEM WM the scholastic division of Western Kentucky,
_thecompetitionSunday.
$11,000 from South
WEEEME
The winner advances to Alabama and $13,800
WE AME the national Junior Miss from Roosevelt Universi-

I CAN'T WALK TO
SCHOOL WITH YOU
ANY MORE,SIR...

5; Chary! L. Edwards,
1-742
Rt. 5; Louise H. Lovett,
Adults 160
Box.382, Benton; Lura .
Nursery 4
Ethel Jackson, Rt. 1,
NEWBORN
Magnolia.
ADMISSIONS
Harold F. Elkins, at. 7,
Peggy Taylor, baby
Mayfield; Van Valentine,
boy Rt.4.
Vickie Keiterson, baby 916 North .16th St.;
boy Rt. 1 Puryear,Tenn. Christina M. Tubbs, Rt.
6; Ida M. Harris, Rt. 1,
DISMISSALS
Mary A. Willis, Rt. 3, Farmington; Norte Hale,
Mayfield; fatricia K. G2Southside Manor.
Prentice T. Ahart, Rt.
Palmer and &thy girl, Rt.
1, Benton; Myra A 4, Cadiz; Jessie H. CarMelson andbaby girl, at. man, 1605 Hamilton;
6; Naomi L.Mdwards,at. Gussie D. Carter, 25 Mor1, Dexter; Deborah L. ning Side Village, Paris,
Robbins, Rt. 8, Paris, Tenn.; Kenneth S. Myers,
at. 8; Charles Raymond
Tenn.
Walker, Union City,
Jamie R. Poef_ Rt.
Biitón;Miry E. Rogers, —Tenn.
Lorene Frances Mc108 Pennsylvania, Paris,
Tenn.; Jason B. Gilliam, Cuan, at. 1, Mayfield;
Rt. 7; Jeffrey W. Hanks, Myrtle E. Byrd, Rt. 7,
Rt. 2; John Blount, Box kilayfield; . Mary Dallis
Miller, 319 Woodlawn;
76, New Concord.
Margaret A, Cochrum, James S. Chrity, 911
914 North 18th St.; Susan North 18th St.; Vivon 0.
Payne, 1713 Farmer; Shelton, Rt. 5; Sylvia Dell
Shonna L. Edwards, Rt. Frazier, Rt. 1, Kisksey.

THE'ACES

®IRA G. CORN,JR.

"Doing little things well is
a step toward doing big
things better." — -Harry F.
Banks.
• •
• • • •„ • •
- • • •
Making today's pushy
contract was no small thing.
Declarer had to visualize
and execute an unusual end
play at trick three to enjoy a
plus score.
East won his club king
and returned the spade
eight. Declarer won his ace
and had to find the winning
move. How did he proceed?
Mike Capelletti of Alexandria. Va., pulled off a neat
coup. Instead of drawing the
last trump and hoping for a
miracle in diamonds,-he led
a 16w diamond at trick three
and inserted dummy's
seven.
East won the jack but he
was stuck. A club return
would surrender a -ruff and
discard and an entry to
dummy. A diamond return
would establish dummy's
queen and just as bad; a
teart return would-give up
the obvious free finesse to
dummy. Making five,spades
-via a farsighted play.
What...happens if West
puts up his diamond nine
when declarer leads his low
diamond? Then dummy's
queen is played to East's
king. East returns a diamond (best) and declarer
Wins. a_ .finPle.
'draws the 'Outstanding
trump and the fortunate fall
of the diamond jack brings
in the shaky game.
When you bid them up.

Honor rolls for third six Sanders, Angela Woods
weeks and first semester and Matthew Yuill.
at North Calloway
Semester
East
South
West
North
Elementary School have
Fifth grade — Charles
14
4*
Pass
Pass
been released by Jim. Archer, Alan _Bazzell,
5410
54
All
-017S-S.
Feltner, Priiras Scott Bazzell,. —Shane
follows:
Black, Sara Bucy, Lisa
Opening lead: Club deuce
Six weeks
Cleaver, Kellye Geurin,
Fifth grade — Alan Jennifer Johnston, Rhoda
you've got to play them up.
Bazzell, Scott Bazzell, Jones, Alison Leslie,
Shane Black, Sara Bucy, David Letterman,
Bid with Cara
Jeremy Cooper, Brian Stephen Lovett, Jennifer
South holds: 1-12-B. Jackson, Jennifer Parrish, Danielle RodriJohnston, Rhoda Jones, quez, Shari Steen and
40Q10
Alison Leslie, David Let- Heather Walston.
910 9 7 2
terman, _Debbie Mott,
9 32.
Sixth grade — Carey
•97 32
Danielle Rodriquez, Alerander, Gail Bailey,
Shari Steen, Heather Brittanie Barton, Angie
Walston and Amy Wallis. .Bray, Emily Bucy, Amy
North South
2111
Sixth grade — Carey Carraway, Darrin ChapAlexander, Gail , Bailey, man, Gina Coursey,
Angie Bray, Brittanie
ANSWER:Four hearts_ The Barton, Amy- Carraway, Reshana Darnell, Karen
Fortner, Joanna Gibbs,
immediate jump to game
Gina
Coursey,
Reshana
Vicki Grady, Kim Higshows four trumps and no
aces, kings, singletons or Darnell, Karen Fortner, gins, Regina Hicks, Jason
Joanna Gibbs, Vicki Hunt, John Imes, Shay
voids.
Grady, Kim Higgins, Mitchell, Charlene Ray,
--Send bridge questions to The-aces.'Regina Hicks, Jason
Brenda Sanders, Melissa
P0 Box 1234rDallaa, Texas 7$I2S,
with self-addressed, stamped eavelope Hunt, Renee Lamb, Smith, Angela Woods and
for reply.--Charlene Ray, Brenda Matthew
East. The bidding:

HUGHES AND GREGORY
Take Pleasure In Announcing That

SID EASLEY
And

A FATHER TO ME. BUT
THAT'S NOT A L L„,

Have become partners for the practice'of low.
Effective January 1, 1982, the firm name will be.chonged to

HUGHES, GREGORY,
EASLEY & BLANKENSHIP

4.i

HARD FOR
ME 10
BUT,.I'VE I
DREAMED OF
SEE/NO YOU
AGAIN.'ICU WERE
90 STRONG„SO
6000,

WEST
•Q 10
•10 9 7 2
*93i
•Q 7 3 2

EAST
*8
•K
•K
AbAK101654

SO1'711
•Al(%196532
•* A 10 8 fi
•9

• Vulnerable None Dealer

,

C. MARK BLANKENSHIP

NORTH
1-12-A
•7 4
VAQJIIM
*Q74

6UESS..MR.%ACING CND

BAD THINGS. BUT HE WAS

Students recognized

Not Ryan Hughes(1906-1981)
JohrvA. Gregory, Jr
Sid Easley
C. Mark Blankenship

P.O. Box 230
203 South Sixth Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone(502)753-2633

Ammer

BEST

C
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6..Help Wanted

1. Notice

1. Legal Notice
Eurie Warren, 1632
Miller, Murray,
Committee For
Connie Warren,
1632 Miller, Murray, Incompetent,
Robert 0. Miller,
201 So: Fifth St.,
Murray, KY Attorney.

1

Virginia Morgan,
Rt. 8, Box 1103,
Murray, KY Committee For James
Edward Grace,
Fernwood Terrace,
Murray,
Incompetent, Robert
0. Miller,.201 So.
Fifth SL, Murray,
KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

icy

Leo Allison Erwin,
Rt. 4, Murray,-KY- Deceased, Obena
Hale, Rt. 7, Box 112,
Murray, KY CoAdministratrix, Otto Erwin, Murray,
YC o
K
Administrator,
Robert 0. Miller,
201 So. Fifth St.;
Murray, KY Attorney.
Seth Cooper, Apt.
H3, Southside
Manor, Murray,
KY Deceased,
Wells Overbey, 104
N. 4th St., Murray,
KY Executor,_Wells
Overbey, 104 N. 4th
St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Francis A. E.
Calvert, Calloway
County, Kentucky
Deceased, George
Edward Overbey,
Jr., 291 Main St.,
Murray, KY Executor, George Edward Overbey, Jr.,
291 Main St., Murray,Ky Attorney..
John William
Buchanan, 302
South Fifth St.,
M u r rza y , KY
Deceased, James
Boyd Buchanan,
Murray, KYecutor, C. Mark
Blankenship, 204
South Sixth Street,
Murray, KY Attorney.

Sealed bids will be
received at the office
of the Food Service
Director, Murray City
Schools, Austin
9th and Main
Streets, with 9 am on
leaser, 26, 1982 for
finishing moat and
meet prodeets to the
cafeterias of the Murray City School
System. Bid for,:
may be obteind at
the office of the Food
Service Director or
will be mailed epee request.

Sealed bids will be
received at the
Calloway County
Board of Education Office, Bea 800, 2110
College Form Road,
mail 9 ow on Janeery
26, 1982 for furnhhing meat &Wisest
products to the
cafeterias of the
Calloway County
Scheel System. Bid
forms may be obtained at the office of the
Feed Service Director
or will be mailed open
rejoin.

_

.

78 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Sole.
Coll 753-0193
ahem 6:00 p.m.

NOTICE
Elmer Meier is now
empleyed with Stella
Alto Repair. lie invites his Muds end
former costumers to
come by and sea him.,call at 489-2551.

Part-time Physical
Therapist. Licensed in
state of Kentucky.
Pediatric experience
desirable. Call or write:
Larry Knight
•Execu
five Director J.U. Kevil
Center S. 10th St.
Mayfield
Ky. 42066
217 5396.
Sales person and diliY ery person. High school
education minimum. If
not interested in working don't waste my
time or yours. No phone
calls. Apply in person.
Morgan's Auto Paint.
Hwy 94 East.
Stewardesses (18-35)
for Corp Jet. Free
training. Call Diana at
(219) 345-2000 now or
write: Jetstar
Box
2000 Roselawn
In.
46372.

23. Exterminating

MURDER
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Plume 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous

AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS bookcases
music centers etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Deer Club Membership
Weakley Co. Tenn. 19
interest in 131 acre
track. Usually average
1 deer or more per
hunter. $7 000. Call 90)Pa,"
•ome ere 00,1
10, ,
232 8225 after 6p.m.
h' pt.
,
•
•
Firewood. Order now
9. Situation Wanted
and burn seasoned wood
,a'•, Irpas
r
I will clean houses sit thikwinter. 436-2758.
you
,awr
laaa tar
s•
with , sick people or Figewood. Seasoned or
laagat
babysit. Experienced unseasoned. $25. rick
and can give re- delivered. Call 436-2744
Carter
after Spm.
ferences,.759:92,41,
Will do entry level Forty bar joint 30ft.
300 Mom
753 8 79 8
bookkeeping. Ex- long. Heavy duly. Call
perienced
references 753-5181.
Mother Goose Night and furnished. Call 753-4575 Kero-Sun Heaters.
Day Care Center. after 5p.m.
Omni 15 $14799
Former location of Tiny
Moonlighter $154.99
Tots is now open -under 14. Want to Buy
Radiant 8 $162.99
new ownership and
Radiant 10 $209.99
management. Open 6 Used black and white Radiant 36 $212.99.
Call
t.v.
less.
$30.
or
days a week 6:30a.m
Omni 85 $218.99 Omni
5: 15p.m. 6: 30p.m.- 759-1410. 105 $247.99. The Direc10:30p.m. Call 753-0191 Want to buy junk cars. tor $254.99. Wallen
or 492-8908.
Call 474-8838 after 5pm.
Hardware Paris.
THE APPLE TREE We buy standing timber Oak and Hickory
SCHOOL provides firof all types. Highest firewood:- $23. dequality child care and prices are paid. Call _ tlyerect. 753-55t3.
educational programs Edmonson Logging at
SEASONED
for ages 2 and older. 235-5748 235-5648 Cadiz
FIREWOOD. Mixed
Openings for a limited Ky.
number of children are White faced hereford hardwoods ,18" 24"
now available. 1503 calves winged. Under available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Stadium View Dr. 753- • 2501bs. 753-8539.
Boyer at 753-8536.
9356.
Small super market in
15. Articlesfor Sale
excellent conditeon in
Set of 4-15in. white Mayfield Ky. .502-247spoke wheels for Ford 1461 or- 247-5961 after
110 or
pickup $100. 12 guage 7:30 pm.
guile's bats
shotgun model 1100 Wood for Sale. $25 a
90 to s40 Off,,
Remington $150. Por- rick. Call 489-21-01 or
table dishwasher $50. 489-2231.
be Creep
Call 753 9817 after 4p.m.
Dress Bosh
Wood stove washer and
dryer. Call 436-5657.
16. Nome Furnishings
,29.95

ON attire
wall Nerchawlise
I/3 Off
kits, Straw Hats, skirts,
fiats alikaiikags.
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
9-9 Deily
1-6 Sunday

LEO'S GRAND
OPENING,
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.
GOLD-SILVERGEMS
Specials: Dimmed Peerlants
$12-$21. Solder 1 char
$1.00. Site down ring
$6.00. Work done while
yee watch and welt.
Aestrain 33% lead crystal
for feweiry-decer. Net fancy, est expensive. Limited
I Coleman Realty (rear)
414 N. 12th 753-1419,
Nears 111-5 Toes.-Set.; in
mei Oit Sea. & Men.

30in. Gas Stove. Set of
gas logs. Call 759-1829
after 5p.m.
King size bed mattress.
5371 Call 4461244 anytime after 4p.m.

19. Farm Equipment
Five foot bush hog 6ft.
disk sub-soiler 12ft.
metal gate -'stay-fite
pump lhp. basement
sump pump truck topper for long wheel base
weed chopper fence
charger go-cart. 753.7791.
M.F. 246 quick attach
front-end loader. Less
than 2 years oid. Like
new. Call 435-4377 after
45p.m.

Respufile party to
take op payments on
Ike new piano.

CLAYTON-S
753-7575

GOLD!,
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Fleeting Hearts $3.115
Free Gold Gift With
- Each- 150:00
chose.
Open 9 o.m.-9g.m.
753-7113

Spinet-Console
Piano
Wanted, Responsible party
te take ever low monthly
payments ea spent pilaw.
Coo be sees locally. Write
.credit manger: P.O. lex
537 Shelbyville, lei. 46176

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
piano. Can be seen
locally. Writ* Mr
Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois
62231.

6. Help Wanted
•allal-eM ent

Ira Mee.
Ambitious person to
develop as Manager.
$17 000. to • $25 000. first
year. Retirement plan
profit sharing full
medical benefits. Call
Manponer Services.
753-0977 for interview.

PIANO
FOR SALE
Wanted: Respeasible woo
amid nerd*

PROCESS
EWA/WENT
BUILDERS,INC.

to moms

plan. Can be seen locally.
Write: (include phone
weer) Credit Manager,
P.O. Ilex 521, Bechemoyer,
It 62211

P.0.B0X 7646 PADUCAH,KY 420014364

Wanted:
ENGINEERS

Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex with all appliances furnished in
Northwood. No pets.
753-0814.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
Neg. 1 bedroom Apartment near university.
Low utilities. 753-3949.
One bedroom furnished
apartment near ttospital. Couples preferred.
492-8662 after 5p.m.
Small furnished apartment. Private. $90. No
chilren. No pets. See at
407 S. 8th.
Three apartments and 1
house. 3 miles from
town. Call 753-8848.
Two bedroom apart
ment for rent. Range
oven refrigerator dis
disposal
h washer
washer and dryer
hookup air carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753-2622 or753 3865.
Two bedroom duplex
semi-furnished. Now
available. Panorama
Shores. $175. month plus
utilities. Students considered.436-2755
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. Couple preferred.
$210. month. $200. deposit. Lease rtquired.
Call after 3p.m.
753-6699.
_
WANTED: Female
student teacher or
working girl to share
nice furnished home
with young female university instructor. $100.
per month plus half of
utilities. Phone 753-9280
after 4p.m.

Availabte immediately
well insulated 5 room
re decorated house near
Murray. 94 East
Couples only. No pets
$150. References. De
posit. 753 7551.
Beautiful home 5 miles
east of Murray. 1 bedroom
3 bath
den
central heat and air
with heat pump. Re
decorated. Before 2p.m
753.0
08
95
48
3. after 1:30p.m

33. Roomsfor Rent

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

CLAY-IONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales

28. Mobile Home Rentals'

WANTED

34. Housesfor Rent

Furnished room 1 block
from MSU. Kitchen and
laundry facilities. &SO.&
month. Call 759-4538. •
Private furnished room
for men students one
half block off campus.
Private entrance kit26. TV-Radio
chen
air condition
49in. Black and white utilities furnished. $410
t.v. with stand. 150. per semester. 1626
Hamilton. Call 753-1342
767-4443.
Or 753-8572.
Rooms for rent. One
block from 'university.
Call 753-6933 or 753-1812.
Sleeping room. Private
laundry
entrance
room
refrigerator.
25"color $39.95-'
Zimmerman Apts. S.
19" color, 13"o116th 753-6609.
•
or, 19"6/W

1968 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 47120.Sports Equipment
-8838.
Browning Citori sk and
1978 3 bedroom mobile
sk grade 20 guage. $525.
home for sale or rent.
firm. 753-0211.
Located at Stella
357
nichol
plated
dlw
Trailer Court. Call 753Smith & Wesson model 4864.
19 pistol. Home 6a.m. to
Mobile home 1975 14x70.
lp.m. 753-7646 work
3 bedroom
electric.
2p.m. to 11p.m. 753-9614.
753-6815.

22. Musical

32. Apts. For Rent

House trailer 55x12 2
. bedroom
clean near
_Mtitrat .9as. Call _4892118.
Two bedroom trailer
10x42 natural gas furnished near university^
Available Jan. 9. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00.

34.Housesfor Rent
Five year old 3 bedroom
house. Carpeted large
-kitchen 'insulated water furnished. Near
Aurora. $195. plus deposit. 442-3877.
One bedroom house
partly furnished.
Lakeway Shores. Call
753 6123.
Small 3 bedroom frame
house in Murray. Gas
floor furnace window
air conditioner. $135.
month $150. deposit.
References required.
753-1566 after 5p.m.
Three bedroom A Imo
Heights. $275. Phone
753-8411. •
Three_ bedroom _ hone.
for rent. Stove ref r iger a t or
washerdryer
dishwasher and disposal.
$225. month $100. deposit. References..424. S.
9th St: Call 753-5094.

Two bedroo/n,, carpeted
new furniture
central gas-heat. See at
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Two bedroom. $160.
Brandi's trailer Court.
Phone 753-8411.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. Call 489-2611.

30. Business R entals
Mini.
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4751
32. Apts.-For Rent
Extra large furnished 2
bedroom upstairs
apartment. Water furnished central-gas heat
and air. Couple
preferred. $165. No pets.
753-1203.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
unfurnished duplex in
Westwood Subd. With
-stove-disrefrigerator
hwasher disposal and
washerdryer hook-up.
$265. month plus deposit. 759-1930 or
305-792-5565.

FOR
RENT
iv: story only
$165, Ashley
wood heating unit.
2 acres land.
lakeway Shores. 2
level house, - 3
fireplace and
wood stove.
$125. Duplex
apt., 3 rooms and
bath. 2 blocks
East of AISU.
$150. Apt. with 3
rooms and bath.
Newly decorated.
793-111190

1110PIRTY MANAGEMINT

43. Real Estate
42-r

'
i ii--,
a4A

753-1222
140111PS PON UVW1G.

41. Public Sale
Air conditioners stereo
equipment t.v. game
tape players. Encycloped i a
Ford Pinto
clothes and lots of
miscellaneous. 403 S.
11th. Jan. 11 16 9-5.

43. Real Estate
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
-cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special . features: ..be
autitul creek and
wooded view from -redwood deck enormous
family room with
fireplace two car gar
age and much more at
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.

Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumabls. loan.
Poor guy! ?,We've
/got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
=are could _you
ask? How- • about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

One mechanical engineer with
structural experience and one electrical engineer with microprocessor
experience. Growing company offering excellent salary and benefits.
All replies held in confidence.
Please send your resume to Carroll
Ladt, PEB, Inc.,. P.. O. Box 7506,
iPaci.+rah, KY 42001

COUNTRY
CHARM
Peaceful country
livin',goes with this
unique three
bedroom home in
Graves County between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings
in den and dining
area, wood burning
Fisher Stove and
central heat and
air. This is an extremely neat
Cedar-sided home
in quiet, private
location. Offered in
the low 550's. Phone
753-1222 for all information.
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this three
bedroom, luz bath
brick home with living room, dining
room, family room,
chain-link fenced
backyard, large
covered wooden
deck, automatic
garage door
opener, central gas
heat and insulated
to TVA specifications to help save on
those winter heat
bills. All this and of-

UNIMA WS,IEMTORS
1200 Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071

550's through ..Koppertui -Realty, 711
Main Street. •

Strout.
Relay

44. Lots for Sale
acres
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road.. Call 4892425.
Large wooded lake _lot
200ft. from waters edge.
On REA power and
phone cables. Bus and
mail route. Must sell.
Call 436 2427
ApprOXitnately -44

Offka Coast to Coast
layers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1100
1012 Cohlwater Roe/
Moray,Imateeby 421171
(S02)733.91116
Anytime
JOEL. RENON
Broker
Uceased & leaded

225.L.P. Millar St. (Across n..Ceneksetty C0040

Specializing In Seale.. Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Nears
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 • 753-3695

PO.DOX 1479 PADUCAH. WV 42001(502)554-0680

Wonted:
DESIGNER

48. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal
Datsun
Volkswagon
Fiat Chevy
Subaru
Luv
Capri Toyota
Honda. Call 472-2325.

49. Used Cars
1957 Ford
$550.
4T4-8838.
1961 Galaxie 500 Coupe
Low miles new tires.
Call 436-2427.
1973 Buick Station Wagon.$550. 759-1465.
1973 Thunderbird. - Rebuilt engine fully
mag wheels.
loaded
$950. Call 759-1465.
1974 Chevrolet Monte
Carlo. Body damaged.
$650. Call 759-1465.
1974 Ford Station Wagon. Drives good new
inside. $575 or best
offer. 753-9672.
1974 VW Dasher Station
Wagon. AM FM 56 000
miles Well 'kept excellent condition. Call after
5p.m. 753-5773.

ICY(HOT)
SPECIAL
New 81 Escort (C175-A) white 3 doer
hatchback, 4 speed
overdrive, heater, 4
cyl. motor, front
wheel drive, W.S.W.
radial tires, trim dog
wheels, body side
moulding. Only
$5495.00. (Taxes
and License net
included).

PARKER
FORD INC.
701 Mein St.
753-5273

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500

1476 2Ift. Mini Home
Camper. A-1 shape._ 1975
2 door Chevrolet. A-4
shape. 436-5519.

53. Services Offered
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and' trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753-1873.

Alemiiie Service Co.
Maim ail 11ey1 sidle!,
taste' trio wire.
!eremites. Call Will El
Bailey, 153-611.
APPLIANCE SERKENMORE
VICE
WHIRLPOOL and
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience.
Bobby Hopper Bob's
Appliance Service 203 S
5th. 753-4872 or 753-8886.
Alexander -Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum
cleaned from your
driveway. Industrial
residential or commercial. 21 hour
service. Call 753-5933.
All your plumbing and
air conditioning needs.
Also do carpentry painroof t ing
ing and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction. 753-2211.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free*
estimates call 753-2310.
Automobile machanic
will do work on automatic and all gasoline
engined trucks. All work
o
guaranteed. Call 4374546.
Concrete block and
brick work. 20 years
experience. Free estimates. Call 753-5476.
Fence sales at Setrs
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
Furniture Stripping and
Repair. Call 753-7499.
General hauling. Lime
rip rap
white rock
moiler sand lumber
ties and machinery.
Call 7534626 after 6pm.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
K
K STUMP R-EMOVAL. Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove stumps up to 24
inches below the
ground
leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp. 435-4343 or Bob
1CafpJr 435-4319.
Need work on your
trees? Topping opining shaping complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
Professional
paperhanging painting
farm buildings top
sides commercial or
residential. - Call
Tremon Ferris.

1975 Comet. 4 door
automaTic air concli.Sammy Tidwell Painttion power Veering
small V-8: good condi- ing Contractor.''Experienced interior and
tion. 753-8124.
exterior painting. -Free
1975 Grand Torino estimates. Call 753-4686
Sport. Excellent condi- or 753-0487.
tion. $1550. 1972 Cadillac
Coupe Deville. Excel- Tree trimming and
lent condition. $1000. removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. ,753474 8838.
5476.
Mercury
1978 Cougar
_
XR 7. Fully loaded. Wet 'basement? We
make wet basements
$3850. Call 759-1465.
dry work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Con._We have 678 a IS
struction Co. Rt. 2 Bok
Retread Mui and
Ky.
409 A Paducah
Snew tires for $34.50
4001 or calf day or
night 1-442-7026.
each.
Will sharpen frond saws
753-0595

1

--

1980 Citation. Sharp
753-9400.
1981 Datsun 310GX
new. 753-7853.
1976 Grand Prix.
cellent condition.
9702 after 3p.m.

-

saws. Call 753-4656.
car.
like
Ex759-

50. Used Trucks
1972 Semi. White freight
liner. $3000. Motor just
overhauled. 171-8838.
1974 GMC Sprint. Excellent condition. $1395-.
1803 College Farm
Road.

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
Rofonnicos. All work
gwerrowtead. Prow
Estimates. Cell 7591859 of 7534581.

SS. Feed and Seal
A round bale of hay.
Call 759-1330.
Hay for sale._ $1.50 a
bale. Call 436-2689.

is now located on Highway 94East 10 miles out
of town. Look for signs. All old and new
customers welcome

$165
Catfish
Fresh

We accept food stamps 474-2701
N

.414
a--

COPY AVAILABLE

3 bedroom brick 'house.
Carpet throughout 2
bathes large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753 2493.
43y owner one and one
half story 3 bedroom.
Walnut kitchen
cabinets tireptare
basement garage low
utility bills deep lot
near hospital. 12.
financing available with
tip 000 down $42 750.
Call 753-1710 after
5:100*.m
Small 3 bedroom frame
house in Murray. $14
750. Owner financing
available. 753-1566 after
514.m

ATZ M
Fish Market

PROCESS
EQUIPMENT
BUILDERS.Il

Designer draftsman with
mechanical experience. Growing
companY offering excellent salary
and benefits. All replies held in
confidence. Please jend your
resume to Gene Roeder, PEB, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 7506, Paducah KY
42001.

130 acre farm with
attractive 2
bedroom -homer and
several outbuildings only 8
miles sois
• peast of
Murra‘oV Acreage
inclucis approximately 55 tendable
acres. Being sold to
settle estate. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real
service in Real
Estate.
Perdem & Thurman
lantana
Real Estate
Swish!'Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

b.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
devs,lopment adjacent to
Gatesborough.
Immediate possession and priced in
the $70's: Owner
financing available.
Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team.
HOME AND
130 ACRES

51. Campers

46. Homes* Sale
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
ThatUgarette
—S-riTou'ous..to-Your-Flea:

4r.

Salem Slim Lights 100's.
Light in tar. Light in looks.
With all the smooth
country freshness of a Salem.
"One Beautiful Menthol 1'.
in one beautiful box.

0 INS

9 mg."tar",0.7 mg. mow ay. per cigarette by, FTC method.
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20 MENTHOL CIGARETTES

